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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

A pair of 19th Century Sevres style gilt metal mounted blue porcelain vases, raised on stepped bases, 42cm
£100-150
One vase is cracked

2

A 19th Century Potschappel centrepiece, the pierced basket encrusted with flowers, the base with 4 figures,
30cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
The basket is cracked and restuck, there are petals and flowers missing

3

A Lalique frosted crystal Kati glass tea box and cover, signed Lalique France, 13cm, boxed ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

4

A 19th Century Meissen egg shaped box and cover, the blue ground with panels of flowers on Egyptianesque
figure supports and circular base 15cm £80-120

5

A pair of Meissen shell shaped salts decorated with flowers, raised on scroll feet, 8cm £30-40

6

A Royal Worcester blush porcelain jug decorated with flowers 10cm, a ditto leaf jug 12cm £30-40

7

A Lladro figure of a young girl on a telephone with a hound at her feet 5466 20cm £30-40
The phone handset is detached

8

A Lladro figure of a seated hound "Rex" 14cm, a ditto group of a goose and goslings 4895 10cm £50-70

9

A pair of Volkstadt figures of a lady and gentleman musicians, raised on rococo bases 18cm £40-50
Both figures are damaged

10

A Hungarian porcelain stein decorated with 4 gentleman having a pewter lid in the form of an umbrella 24cm
£30-40

11

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a snail with silver stopper 13cm £30-40

12

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a duck with gold stopper 14cm £30-40

13

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a frog with gold stopper 9cm £30-40

14

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a dolphin with silver stopper 17cm £40-50

15

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a partridge with silver stopper 11cm £30-40

16

A German porcelain figure group of a lady and gentleman raised on a rococo base 17cm, a ditto 15cm £30-40
1 group has a stuck head, both are damaged

17

A Samson figure of a lady bird seller raised on a rococo base 21cm and 3 other figures £30-40
All have minor damage

18

A 19th Century Staffordshire arbour group 19cm together with a Staffordshire group beneath a tree 15cm
£30-50

19

An Edwardian mallet shaped decanter and stopper 31cm £30-40

20

A pair of Dresden style 2 handled vases decorated with spring flowers 12cm £26-36
1 is stuck and cracked

21

A Staffordshire pottery pepperette in the form of a standing gentleman 14cm together with 3 Staffordshire
figure groups £30-40
The 1st item and 1 figure group is restored
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22

Three Bristol blue large goblets, 6 medium goblets, 2 small wine glasses, 4 tapered wines and 3 small wines
£80-100

23

A Staffordshire group of a shepherd and sheep 32cm and 2 other Staffordshire figures £30-40

24

A pair of tapered decanters and stoppers 30cm £30-40

25

A pair of Victorian vaseline glass vases with wavy rims 16cm £30-40

26

A Victorian Staffordshire arbour group of a seated couple with a spaniel 30cm, a ditto pocket watch holder
30cm £30-40
The last item is chipped

27

A Meissen plate decorated with a fete gallant view 24cm, a Sevres ditto decorated with a portrait of a lady
24cm £40-50

28

A Staffordshire group of a windmill 21cm and 3 other Staffordshire figure groups £30-40
The 1st item is stuck and all have damage

29

A Wedgwood style blue jasperware cheese dome and cover decorated with a band of classical figures 22cm
£40-50

30

A 19th Century jasperware jug decorated with cavorting cherubs 19cm, 3 other jasperware jugs and a coffee
pot £40-60

31

A pair of Victorian Staffordshire figures on horseback Campbell and Havelock 24cm £40-60

32

A Clarice Cliff Celtic Harvest biscuit barrel with chromium cover, a pair of Carltonware napkin holders and a
Doulton vase £40-60

33

A pair of Staffordshire dancing figures 18cm and 2 other Staffordshire figure groups (1 group is chipped)
£30-40

34

A Victorian blue and white transfer print jug with landscape views 23cm and 4 others £40-60

35

A Doulton Burslem tapered teapot 17cm, a ditto coffee pot 19cm £40-50

36

A Victorian Staffordshire spill vase in the form of a church 22cm, a ditto of a castle 18cm, a house 19cm,
cottage 13cm and money bank 13cm £40-60
All have minor damage

37

A Doulton and Slater jardiniere decorated with flowers 20cm, a Doulton Lambeth jug, ditto tapered vase and a
baluster ditto £40-60

38

Six Waterford Crystal sherry glasses, 12cm £40-50

39

Three Green & Co blue and white kitchen jars and covers with green mark to base, a ditto with no lid, 4 later
ditto and 6 plates £40-60
1 of the modern jars is cracked and another has a chipped lid

40

Five Waterford Crystal wine glasses 15cm £30-40

41

Six Waterford Crystal sherry glasses 13.5cm £30-40

42

A cut glass ships decanter and stopper 27cm £20-30

43

An Izabel K-J Denyer Studio Pottery table lamp of free form design 34cm £30-40

44

A pair of Victorian bisque circular portrait plaques of a lady and gentleman 10cm £30-50

45

A Staffordshire figure of a man reading a book sitting on a rock 16cm, ditto of a boy eating porridge 18cm and
a group of 3 children 20cm £30-40
The 2nd item is chipped

46

Eleven Continental porcelain dessert plates with blue and gilt borders enclosing spring flowers 21cm £60-80

47

A Waterford style glass domed cheese dish and cover 25cm £30-40

48

A 19th Century Sunderland lustre jug decorated with bridge views 18cm £30-40

49

A Derby plate decorated in the Imari pattern 22cm and 2 Victorian lustre jugs £30-40
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50

A 1930's chamber pot the black ground decorated with a moonlit scene with owl and peony together with a
slop pail £40-50

51

A Bohemian cut glass gilt decorated vase 24cm and a pair of opaline gilt decorated glass vases 25cm £30-40

52

A pair of German porcelain figures of flower sellers raised on circular bases 21cm £40-60
Both have minor damage

53

A pair of Waterford Crystal table lamps with waisted hobnail cut shades and splayed bases 50cm ( photo
centre pages ) £80-120

54

A Wedgwood black basalt limited edition figure - The Eisenhower bust no.1861 of 5000, boxed, 21cm £50-75

55

A Royal Doulton flask in the form of a gentleman 26cm, a small ditto 20cm and a hexagonal vase 20cm £40-60

56

A Lladro figure of a gentleman holding a violin case under his arm 36cm, a ditto of a fisherman smoking a pipe
38cm, both matt finish £30-50
The sailor's pipe has been repaired. Both figures are otherwise in good condition.

57

A Dartington Crystal cranberry glass vase 28cm £30-40

58

A Lalique frosted glass cigarette lighter with lion masks, signed Lalique France, 12cm £80-120
There are minor chips to the base

59

A 19th Century Continental painted porcelain panel depicting a young lady sitting on a stool, framed 18cm x
13cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

60

A Lladro figure of a puppy 14cm, a ditto of a seated clown with a puppy on his lap 9cm and a seated angel
8cm £30-40

61

A pair of Austrian plates decorated with classical figures 29cm £30-40

62

A Nao figure of a girl ballet dancer 8cm, a ditto reclining ballet dancer 22cm, 3 other figures £30-40

63

A Shelley Art Deco baluster vase with striated decoration 15cm £20-30

64

A modern Moorcroft 2 handled baluster vase decorated with a view of Ireland beneath trees 18cm dated 2006
£50-70

65

A 19th Century Meissen plate decorated with birds and insects 24cm £40-60

66

A French part coffee set with coffee pot, sugar bowl and cover, 2 tea cups and saucers and a cream jug
£40-60
1 tea cup and the jug are cracked

68

A Beswick Beatrix Potter figure Foxy Whiskered Gentleman 12cm, Benjamin Bunny 10cm and Mrs Crusty
Bread 10cm £30-40

69

A Sylvac terrier 7411 13cm, a ditto Yorkshire Terrier 5027 13cm and a Pekingese 3135 10cm, ditto 10cm,
Doberman Pinscher and a Royal Doulton Bunnykins figure £30-40

70

A Beswick figure of a Siamese cat 1887 10cm, ditto 2 kittens 1296 11cm, a Beswick Corgi 17cm, an Airedale
13cm, Dachshund on it's back legs 10cm and a Doberman Pinscher 14cm £30-40

71

A Lladro group of 3 singing angels 18cm £30-40

72

A Beswick figure of a Corgi 8cm, a ditto Cocker Spaniel 11cm, Golden Retriever 11cm, British Bulldog 9cm, an
Airedale 10cm, pair of British Bulldogs 5cm and a pair of West Highland Terriers 7cm £30-40

73

A set of 6 German porcelain figures of rabbit musicians 11cm £100-150

74

A Beswick figure - Pinto Pony skewbald gloss 16.5cm, a shire foal (large) brown gloss 15.9cm, a foal (small
gambolling left) brown gloss 8.3cm and a foal (medium head down) brown gloss 9.9cm, all modelled by Arthur
Greddington £30-50

75

A Royal Doulton flambe egg on stand 13cm together with a Danish figure of a mouse 2.5cm £30-50

76

A set of 6 modern Carl Faberge champagne flutes with frosted bases decorated birds 25cm £40-60
1 is chipped
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77

A 19th Century English porcelain pedestal bowl decorated with flowers 29cm, a Coalport miniature jug and
bowl decorated with flowers £30-40
The 2nd bowl is cracked

78

A Staffordshire figure group - London 30 miles 28cm, a ditto Highland Jessie 35cm and a Scottish couple
35cm £40-60
The first two items are chipped

79

A Wedgwood Ice Rose box and cover, 1 other, a jar and lid, 2 vases and a Wedgwood glass vase £30-40

80

A Royal Crown Derby scalloped tray decorated with flowers 43cm £50-75

81

Eight Royal Worcester dessert plates, the burgundy and gilt rims enclosing figures in landscapes decorated by
G H Evans 22cm £40-60

82

A Jenny Winstanley figure of a cat with glass eyes no.25, 23cm £40-60

83

A Burleigh Ware Charlotte Rhead jug decorated with stylised flowers 11cm, 2 vases, a jardiniere and a jug
£30-50

84

Two Royal Doulton figures - Helen HN3601 20cm and Kirsty HN2381 20cm £30-40

85

A Malachite glass hexagonal powder box decorated with birds 14cm (minor chips to the box), 3 other glass
vases £30-40

86

A Poole Pottery jug decorated with stylised birds and flowers 20cm, a baluster vase 15cm and a tapered ditto
10cm £30-40

87

A Staffordshire style pastel burner in the shape of a cottage 12cm, a ditto of a courting couple 20cm and
figures beside a clock 25cm £40-60

88

Six Victorian cranberry glass wine glasses and six matched green wines £30-50

89

A Staffordshire figure of a Pug dog 13cm, a ditto of a lady with sheep 18cm and a spill vase in the form of a
church 23cm £40-60

90

A circular plaster plaque depicting classical figures 24cm, a rectangular ditto 30cm £30-40

91

A Victorian blue and white dinner plate decorated with figures in a river landscape 26cm and 8 other plates
£40-60
Four plates are cracked

92

A Masons ironstone octagonal wash basin, jug and bowl together with a vase £40-60

93

A Victorian blue and white meat plate and 5 other meat plates £40-60
Four are damaged

94

A limited edition Capodimonte figure group - Papal Blessing Pope Paul VI Commemorating Holy Year 1975
no.52 of 200, raised on a wooden plinth 43cm £100-150

95

A 19th Century mallet shaped decanter and stopper 26cm, a ships decanter 28cm and a square spirit decanter
23cm £30-50

96

A Poole Volcano pattern jardiniere 15cm, a ditto squat vase 10cm £30-40

97

A Green and Co blue and white Currants jar and cover with black mark, ditto Bicarbonate of Soda, Pepper,
Flour, Sultanas, Caster Sugar and 2 cylindrical vases and covers with green mark £60-90
The sultanas jar is stuck

98

An Edwardian mallet shaped decanter and stopper 30cm, 2 others £30-50

99

A Lladro figure of an angel 22cm £30-40

100

A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part set comprising 6 tea cups, sugar bowl, 11 saucers, 2 small plates, 6
pudding plates £40-60
Sugar bowl is chipped
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101

Sixteen Limoges dessert plates decorated with flowers 22cm £30-40
Nine are chipped

102

A Bristol Blue glass decanter and stopper with white and gilt decoration of flowers and ribbons 33cm, a
rummer and a blue glass jug 15cm £50-70

103

A pair of German porcelain table lamps in the form of a fete gallant couple with applied flowers, raised on
rococo bases converted to electricity 30cm £50-75
Both are restored, repaired and damaged

104

A Parian group of 2 Putti, raised on a circular base now converted to electricity 33cm £30-40
This group is damaged

105

A Royal Doulton Morning Star coffee and dinner service comprising 10 coffee cups, 10 saucers, 5 medium
plates, 14 small plates, 6 dinner plates, sugar bowl, 4 dessert bowls, a coffee pot, milk jug, 2 sauce boats and
stands, a tureen and lid, a spare lid and an oval meat plate £30-40
1 coffee cup is cracked

106

An Imari scalloped bowl decorated with flowers 28cm £40-60
There is some rubbing to the decoration

107

An early 20th Century Japanese baluster vase decorated with a procession of figures 24cm £40-60

108

A pair of 18th Century famille rose shallow dishes decorated with peony 37cm £80-120
One is cracked

109

A late 19th Century Indian painted marble plaque decorated with a semi-clad lady and a deer, indistinctly
signed 15cm x 10cm £50-75

110

A late 19th Century famille rose shaped dish decorated figures on a pavillion terrace, 27cm £50-70
This item is cracked

111

A Chinese antique style prunus pattern baluster vase 30cm £100-150

112

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white mug decorated with a panel of landscape, having a later metal
handle, 12cm £40-60

113

A pair of black ground Satsuma vases decorated with dragons chasing the flaming pearl 16cm £30-50
Both vases have decoration missing

114

A pair of Meiji period ivory oval vases with shibayama decoration of birds and insects amongst flowers and
branches 13cm £50-75
Both have inlay missing

115

A pair of 18th Century Chinese famille rose octagonal plates decorated with peony, 23cm £50-75
One plate has several minor chips

116

A soapstone carving of a seated gentleman 4cm, 2 ditto seals and a saucer £20-30

117

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white octagonal bowl decorated with flowers 22cm (riveted) and minor
Oriental china £40-60

118

An 18th Century famille rose bowl decorated with panels of figures at pursuits, the interior with a spray of
flowers 31.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There is a hairline crack to the base

119

A Chinese blue and white provincial ginger jar and cover 20cm together with a crackle glazed jardiniere
decorated with figures 20cm £30-50
The 2nd item is cracked

120

An antique style Chinese porcelain scent bottle decorated with figures 6cm, a cylindrical ditto and 1 other
£30-40
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121

An antique style Chinese ceramic pillow in the form of a reclining cat 36cm £30-40

122

A 2 colour Wedgwood style match striker with silver collar 7cm £20-30

123

A Staffordshire pen holder in the form of a reclining greyhound 17cm (chipped), a Staffordshire hound with a
rabbit in its mouth 15cm (with paint loss), a group of two Scottish ladies 20cm, another of a lady and
gentleman 18cm and a group of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert 19cm (chipped) £30-40

124

A Russian figure of a bird 7cm and 7 other figures £20-30

125

An early 20th Century small ivory table screen, almost square and carved in relief with a fisherman on a
riverbank amazed at an immortal and maiden in the clouds, 9.8cm, with original carved hardwood stand,
combined height 18cm £300-400

126

A 20th Century Chinese carving of Budai, the God standing with staff and huge bag in grey-tinted translucent
glass or quartz, 14cm, with stand £100-150
The figure has numerous chips

127

A Japanese Meiji period bronze and ivory mounted figure of a girl sitting on a trunk with a basket before her
containing carved ivory fruit, signed, 14cm, on a wood stand £200-300
One foot has been broken and repaired, there are pieces of fruit missing from the basket, there is a chip to the
reverse of her right hand and all ivory parts have been glued in place.

128

A pair of 19th century blue and white porcelain tea caddies with floral decoration 14cm £40-60
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
151

A Victorian pierced brass fender 25cm h x 131m w x 26m d together with 2 associated fire iron stands with
poker, shovel and tongs £80-100
A boss section is missing to the tongs

152

A circular copper copper, 34cm h x 52cm diam. £100-150
Some dents

153

A 19th Century copper and brass twin handled urn, the lid marked LHB, 39cm h x 37cm diam. £50-75

154

A "The Gordon" pine and metal bound housemaids box of waisted form, tray to the top and swing handle 20cm
h x 41cm w x 27cm d £30-40

155

A 19th Century iron twin handled strong box with hinged lid complete with key 30cm h x 46cm w x 31cm d
£50-75

156

A French Rococo 19th Century style gilt metal fire curb incorporating 2 end urns 56cm h x 139cm w x 15cm d
£160-200
The centre section has 2 repairs

157

Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted fox on a rectangular mahogany plaque with pheasant 29cm h x 91cm w x
17cm d £40-50
There is some moth to the back of the fox, the pheasants beak has a ring through it

158

An Eastern embossed brass charger decorated a chariot scene and signs of the zodiac surrounded by 28 oval
panels decorated figures and animals 62cm £30-40

159

An Art Nouveau gilt metal and glass table lamp, the shade set cut glass roundels 37cm h x 24cm diam. £40-50
The lamp is slightly bent and polished in places

160

A 19th/20th Century gilt metal and wooden tripod, the strutt marked 105158 Francis W.Troup, 150cm h £40-60

161

A pair of African spears with 28cm leaf shaped blades, mounted on turned wooden and hide covered shafts
£40-50

162

A copper twin handled preserving pan 33cm, a copper saucepan with iron handle 32cm and a Benares brass
tray 49cm £30-40

163

An Art Nouveau French spelter figure Mignon, converted to a table lamp 52cm h £40-50

164

An Ivory Coast Heddle pulley, the top carved a mouse 36cm x 10cm £40-60

165

Benham, a 19th Century copper jelly mould with sceptre mark 455, 10.5cm x 12cm diam. £50-75

166

An Art Nouveau style Continental bronze figure of a standing bonneted girl on stool 30cm x 8cm x 7cm £30-40

167

Benham, a 19th Century cylindrical copper jelly mould marked 326 11cm x 13.5cm £50-75

168

A pair of 19th Century French gilt metal candlesticks with vinery decoration and lion ring drop handles, raised
on circular feet 27cm h £80-120

169

A Chinese antimony box the lid decorated a dragon with pearl 7cm x 23cm x 13cm together with a "Swiss"
carved wooden musical trinket box with hinged lid decorated a portrait of a gentleman 8cm x 20cm x 9cm
£30-40
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170

Jones Brothers Down Street. W1. A 19th Century cylindrical ribbed copper jelly mould 11cm x 14cm £50-75

171

An engraved Turkish coffee pot 33cm, a pewter plate with bracketed border, the reverse with touch marks
24cm, an oval pewter dish the reverse with touch marks and bracket border 27cm, 2 pewter beakers
monogrammed 10cm (some dents), a pair of pewter half pint measures the bases marked Hampton, a
miniature coffee pot and sugar bowl £26-36

172

A carved wooden and painted tribal mask 40cm x 25cm £30-40

173

A Dutch pair of verdigris bronze figures of standing ducks 29cm x 23cm x 15cm £50-75

174

A World War Two German clockwork mine mechanism, an Air King radio model 222, 2 pairs of headphones, a
handset, circular metal cased loudspeaker and other items of radio equipment £30-40

175

An Art Nouveau dresser style copper tea kettle, raised on a wrought iron stand, the kettle handle marked
RD93257 (burner missing) £50-70

176

Pau Marcell, a bronzed figure group of 2 standing ladies raised on a square base 44cm x 15cm x 15cm £50-75

177

A pair of Victorian brass ecclesiastical style candlesticks with wavy rims and deep sconces 33cm h x 14cm
£50-75

178

An Art Nouveau hammered copper chamber stick, the bases marked Goodnight 16cm x 17cm, a brass tea
gong and stand, an oval embossed brass salt, a small hand bell, a whistle and a pewter measure £30-40

179

A pair of African hardwood and inlaid bone portrait busts of ladies 49cm h x 24cm w x 16cm d £40-60

180

Benham, a 19th Century oval copper jelly mould with sceptre mark and numbered 648 12cm h x 14cm w x
10cm d ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

181

A circular pewter plate marked Barkers 25cm diam., an English Pewter planished pewter cream jug, 11
planished pewter cream jugs, 3 pewter measures, miniature pewter tankard £20-30

182

A collection of sea shells £30-40

183

A 19th Century unmarked oval copper jelly mould 12cm h x 15.5cm w x 12cm d and an unmarked copper ring
mould 5cm x 16cm diam. £70-100

184

A spear with 20cm double edged leaf shaped blade together with 1 other spear with a 39cm blade £20-30

185

An Imperial Good Companion portable manual typewriter complete with instructions, boxed, together with an
Underwood Standard 4 bank keyboard portable manual typewriter, both cased £30-40

186

A Victorian Clare College pewter twin handled rowing trophy, a Tudric planished pewter circular bowl 25cm, a
circular American Pewter planished pewter marked Made in England 9096 on paw feet 24cm, together with a
C.K.T. circular planished pewter platter 30cm £30-40
The pewter bowl is bent

187

A pair of 19th Century brass spiral turned candlesticks on spreading feet 31cm h, 2 pairs of 19th Century brass
candlesticks with ejectors 24cm (1 soldered) and a brass chamber stick £30-40

188

A 19th Century unmarked circular copper jelly/ice cream mould 8cm x 13cm and 2 unmarked copper harvest
measures 28cm and 23cm (both with dents) £30-40

189

A Regency polished steel and brass 3 piece fireside companion set comprising poker, shovel and tongs
£200-250

190

A 19th Century bullseye lantern contained in a black painted metal case 19cm x 10cm x 8cm £30-40

191

A metal figure of a walking horse raised on a rectangular base 17cm h x 15cm w x 5cm d together with a
bronzed figure of a race horse with jockey 31cm x 39cm x 11cm (jockey leg f) £30-40

192

A Pathescope Ace 9.5mm projector, 2 spools etc £30-40

193

A circular pressed metal hat box 18cm x 40cm diam. the top marked P-057 (some dents) £30-40

194

An Aboriginal boomerang 65cm x 4cm and a ditto shield 61cm x 15cm £40-50
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195

A leaf shaped double edge spear with 39cm blade together with a Congolese carved wooden drum the apron
carved portrait busts 19cm h x 16cm £40-60

196

An Edison model 750 radio together with a Columbia turntable £40-50

197

A Frontalini accordion with 48 buttons £30-40

198

A 19th Century "The Empire Otes Patent wall paper trimmer" 15cm h x 84cm w 49cm d £30-40

199

A "The Mascot" hickory shafted putter, the head marked The Mascot, hand forged R Eickle Portsmouth
Special, together with 1 other unmarked putter £50-75

200

A 3 litre bottle of Alfred Gratien A' Epernay, The Wine Society Champagne, boxed £60-90

201

A cilibar lacquered and enamelled box with hinged lid decorated figures, raised on bun feet 3cm h x 10cm x
7cm (interior damaged) together with a circular blue and green cloisonne enamelled bowl 10cm £30-40

202

An 18th/19th Century rectangular lacquered snuff box, the hinged lid decorated a portrait of a gentleman 2cm x
9cm x 5.5cm £30-40
There are some chips to the edges

203

A pierced gilt metal easel photograph frame 22cm x 19cm together with a black and white portrait miniature of
a lady contained in an ebonised frame 13cm x 10cm £30-40

204

Four "Greek" clay tablets with a letter from the British Museum, together with a Christian commemorative
medal £60-90

205

A 1920's bead work purse 11cm x 18cm (some loss of beads to the reverse) together with a beadwork necklet
with square panel £20-30

206

A geological specimen 5cm x 4cm x 2cm £20-30

207

A pair of gilt metal nut crackers in the form of a standing Labrador 11cm h x 33cm l £30-40

208

A Persian bronze oil lamp in the form of a bird 8cm x 11cm £30-40

209

A 20th Century Maori carved wooden paddle 41cm x 19cm £40-50

210

An Oriental circular red lacquered jar and cover 7cm x 8cm (chips to rim), a Chinese antimony jar and cover
9cm x 11cm and a turned mahogany jar and cover £30-40

211

An Eastern dagger with 23cm double edge blade contained in a metal scabbard £30-40

212

A 19th Century oval wooden water bottle 15cm x 10m with leather strapping £40-50

213

A 19th Century wooden and metal lock complete with key 14cm x 20cm together with 2 Horstmann timer
switches £30-50

214

A pair of brass letter scales raised on a mahogany stand with 3 weights £30-40

215

10 Eastern cylindrical lacquered nesting jars and covers together with a matching lid smallest - 1.5cm x 3cm,
largest 18cm x 14cm £30-40
Some damage to the edges of all the jars

216

A collection of World War Two schrapnel £40-50

217

A Philips Bakelite musical box in the form of a Philips television with a figure of a lady playing a guitar 10cm x
10cm x 10cm £40-50
There is some slight scuffing to the side

218

Broadhurst, Clarkson and Company, 63 Farringdon Road, London, a leather and brass 4 draw telescope
£50-75
There is a slight dent to 1 of the sections and a rattle

219

A black Steiff bear with articulated limbs 13cm, together with a brown ditto 15cm £40-60

220

A Steiff brown and white mohair teddy bear with articulated limbs 40cm together with a brown Steiff bear 24cm
£50-75
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221

Three Robin Rive limited edition bears - Wallace, Judie, Sweet Sue, a Linda Spiegle bear, a Norbeary bear, a
Sarah Maclellan bear and a Naomi Laight bear £30-40

222

A Herman limited edition bear with articulated limbs 23cm together with a Russ vintage edition mohair bear
26cm £30-40

223

A Merrythought yellow mohair teddy bear with articulated limbs 24cm, a Naomi Light yellow bear with
articulated limbs 25cm, a Norbeary yellow bear 22cm, a Ganz Cottage collection bear and doll 32cm, a
Woody yellow bear 24cm and 3 other bears £40-50

224

A Jo Greeno bear 31cm, a Cambrian brown bear with articulated limbs 33cm, a Greenwich collectable bear in
brown 30cm, a Barton Creek Collection bear 36cm, a Cottage Collectable bear, 4 others £30-50

225

A Paddington Bear with blue boots 51cm h £30-50

226

A Steiff limited edition Koala Ted complete with certificate boxed £50-75

227

A Top BearLtd Paddington Bear, boxed and with original carrier bag £50-75

228

Three Matchbox models of Yesteryear - Y5 1927 Talbot van (x2) and Y13 1918 Crossley RAF tender together
with 14 Royal Hampshire model locomotives £30-40

229

A Corgi Vintage Glory model traction engine, ditto road roller, 8 Corgi model trams, 6 Corgi classic road
transport sets with unpainted figures and 8 other Corgi models £40-60

230

8 various Matchbox Special edition models £40-60

231

144 various Matchbox models of Yesteryear £80-100

232

26 Days Gone model vehicles, 35 Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, 3 Matchbox models and 4 other models
£40-50

233

107 various Executive First Edition model omnibuses and motor coaches £100-150

234

61 various Corgi original omnibus models and other omnibus models £50-70

235

A New Footy table football game boxed, complete with figures, 2 goals, balls £40-60

236

A Triang OO R3 train set boxed and a small quantity of various red and green Meccano £30-40

237

8 various lead soldiers and 12 Indian plaster figures (1 f) £30-40

238

A Bayko Building set together with a tin plate golf game £30-40

239

Three Britains figures of Hussars, 6 Britains figures of lancers (5 f) and a ditto mounted colonial officer £30-40

240

A 1960's Tudor Rose plastic model till boxed, a child's Rutland kitchen stove boxed (box worn) and a Sunny
battery operated electric mixer, boxed and a Wellfreeze tin plate refrigerator boxed, a Beat The Clock Game, a
Noddy plywood jigsaw puzzle etc (all boxes are showing signs of deterioration) £40-60

241

A Staunton chess set together with a St George's pattern chess set £50-75
In the Staunton set, one of the black pawns has a crack to collar and two have chips to collars, on the St
George's the white knight has a crack to its neck and the white bishop has a small chip to collar, the black
bishop has a crack to the body, black rook is damaged and out of line, there is a blemish to the queen's head,
one black pawn has damage to the top

242

Thirty various turned wooden drafts - 15 white and 15 red together with twenty eight no.6 dominoes, in bone
and ebony, cased £30-40

243

A collection of bone counters, a Lotts stone puzzle, a wooden die shaker, various balls, card games etc £30-40

244

A child's Triang metal and wooden model mangle £30-40

245

Fifteen Britains animal figures - 2 cows, 3 bulls, seated cow (horn f), black pig, piglet, seated calf, Turkey, 2
ducks, 2 geese, figure of a farm lady together with a plywood farmyard £40-60

246

A students gilt metal single pillar microscope in a wooden case together with a cased set of brass weights
£30-40
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247

Two 19th Century brass and mahogany mortice gauges, 2 mahogany and brass squares and a bodkin £30-40

248

An Aboriginal club 74cm £40-50

249

A wooden model La Santa Maria 70cm x 80cm x 6cm (The Santa Maria was the largest of 3 ships used by
Christopher Columbus in his first voyage across the Atlantic Ocean 1649) £50-75

250

A Chad Valley Escalado game with 9 horses (2 a/f) £30-40

251

A yellow bear with articulated limbs 32cm (some wear to the body) and 1 other 50cm £30-40

252

A 19th Century rectangular Tunbridge Ware box the lid with floral and geometric decoration 3cm x 9cm x 6cm
(some sections missing) £30-40

253

A pair of Japanese black ground cloisonne vases decorated dragons 9cm h together with a white metal and
porcelain inkwell in the form of a goat cart £30-40
1 vase is damaged

254

An Art Nouveau plated inkwell raised on outswept base with an associated glass liner 10cm x 25cm x 10cm
£30-40
Some of the plate is missing to high points

255

A Turkish brass and silvered pot of waisted form 14cm diam x 19cm h £75-125

256

A pair of C P Goerz German binoculars marked Traieder Bincole £40-60
There is a chip to the left hand plastic side piece

257

James Lucking, 5 Corporation, Birmingham, a 3 draw telescope £30-50
The leather binding is loose in places

258

An oak and polished steel club fender upholstered in green buttoned leather 50cm h x 162cm w x 59cm d
£200-300

259

A reproduction His Masters Voice horn gramophone with pressed brass horn, together with a collection of
various 78rpm records £60-80

260

A Jupiter brass trumpet no. 409142 £40-60

261

A Giuseppe Vinaccia mandolin no. 466 £40-60

262

Four bottles of 1959 Mis de Lur-Saluces "Y" Sauternes £80-120
All four of these bottles are low on the neck

263

A Bayko building set boxed and with 2 instructions books £30-40

264

A Victorian James Yates pewter quart measure (some light corrosion), a 19th Century spouted quart measure,
a pewter tankard marked Rose and Crown cast pewter £30-50

265

A plaster model of a rainbow trout contained in an ebonised case 25cm x 49cm x 10cm £50-75

266

A 18th Century style cast iron fire basket complete with stone back 40cm h x 102cm w x 47cm d £50-75

267

An Austrian style bronze figure of a seated pug 9cm x 6cm x 5cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

268

A Chinese verdigris bronze Jue jug 18cm x 15cm x 7cm, a Chinese verdigris bronze figure of a standing horse
20cm x 30cm x 5cm, ditto circular twin handle urn on a spreading foot 9cm x 10cm £50-75

269

J Cardona, a bronze figure of a standing boy and seated figure, marked CA37, 30cm h x 14cm w x 9cm d (
photo centre pages ) £200-300

270

J Cardona, a bronze figure of a standing girl with satchel, the base marked CA38 and with artists mark
£200-300

271

Da Silva, a pair of bronze bookends in the form of goats, the bases marked K189 and K190, 17cm h x 16cm w
x 8cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

272

A bronze figure of a seated 18th Century gentleman with book, raised on a shaped base, unisgned 20cm h x
13cm w 16cm d £100-150
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273

A 19th Century bronze figure of a seated classical gentleman with book, raised on a square base, unsigned
29cm h x 10cm w x 12cm d £200-300

274

A pair of 19th Century bronze shell shaped vases surmounted by figures of Mermen and raised on Mermen
dolphin bases with octagonal white marble bases, raised on black veined marble bases 37cm h x 10cm w x
17cm ( photo centre pages ) £250-300
1 has damaged to the tridant of the mermen, 1 is loose to the top, there are chips to both marble bases

275

A H Gradidge and Sons presentation cricket ball with silver plaque marked "Presented to B Gamble by E T
Cote Esquire bowling average B.H.C.C. first eleven, season 1913, 51 wickets AV 11.45" £30-40

276

A 19th Century polished steel corkscrew with carved bone handle together with 3 other corkscrews £30-50

277

Two Milbrow brass centrepin fishing reels 7cm, a brass centrepin fishing reel with horn handle 6.5cm together
with 3 other fishing reels £50-70

278

A pair of brass nut crackers in the form of a pair of legs 11cm, pair of nutcrackers with lion mask decoration
13cm and 2 other pairs of nut crackers £20-30

279

A 19th Century quill knife with 2 detachable blades with horn grip (1 blade damaged to the point), contained in
a leather box together with a twin bladed folding pocket knife, 2 dip pens and 2 pairs of compasses £30-40

280

An 18th/19th Century pressed metal insurance plaque "The County Insurance" 25cm x 17cm (some holes), 1
other "Royal" 29cm x 23cm (crown damaged and some holes), 1 other "Westerner AD 1851" 26cm x 8cm
(some dents) and 1 other "Sun Fire Office" 18cm x 18cm £80-120

281

A Stanley Gibbons red ring bind album Samoa and New Zealand, a Stanley Gibbons green album British
Virgin Islands, 2 ring bound albums Dominica, together with albums of St Vincent, Nigeria, Bahrain/Bahamas
£50-75

282

Six stamp albums of mint and used stamps - Negus, Jamaica, Rhodesia, Gambia, Finland/Iceland and
Switzerland £50-75

283

Six albums of stamps including South Africa, Bechuanaland, Tristan, Turks, Sierra Leone, Seychelles, St Kitts,
Fiji and Pitcairn 1 £50-75

284

Six albums of mint and used world stamps including Norfolk Island, British Guiana, Hong Kong, Australia state
department, British Honduras and Malawi £50-75

285

Six albums of mint and used world stamps - Gold Coast, mixed commonwealth, Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia
and Sweden £50-75

286

A GB Royal Mint Millennium Collection album of stamps, 3 albums of Elizabeth II mint and used Channel
Island stamps, an album of Gold Coast stamps and an album of Guyana stamps £60-80

287

A collection of loose GB and world stamps, various first day covers, presentation stamps etc £30-40

289

A stock book of mint and used GB and world stamps, Stanley Gibbons album of mint and used world stamps Canada, France, an Ajax album of world stamps - New Zealand, Malaya, Malta, Italy, an Improved Postage
stamp album of world stamps - GB, Germany, etc and 3 stock books of world stamps £40-60

290

A yellow album of mint and used world stamps - GB, Canada French Colonies, a Standard album of world
stamps - India, Hungary, GB, Germany, Canada, 2 Stanley Gibbons Trans albums of world stamps and an
album of GB first day covers £30-50

291

An album of Australian stamps, album of Portuguese stamps, Kings and Queens album of stamps and a stamp
album of world stamps £30-50

292

A stock book of mint and used GB stamps and 6 other stock books of world stamps and an album of used
world stamps £30-50

293

A collection of loose leaf world stamps, GB and others £24-34

294

Eight albums of mint and used GB Elizabeth II stamps - Jersey and New Zealand £30-50
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295

An album of mint and used World stamps - GB, Norway, Holland, Germany and Japan, an Express album of
world stamps and first day covers, Stanley Gibbons, an album of world stamps and 2 other albums £30-50

296

2 albums of GB first day covers, an album of PHQ cards, stock book of QEII used stamps £30-50

297

An album of Elizabeth II mint and used GB stamps, Stanley Gibbons standard album of used world stamps New Zealand, Hong Kong, Czechoslovakia, Canada, a collection of mint Spanish stamps and an album of
world stamps - Portugal, Iran, India £40-60

298

A quantity of loose world stamps on paper £30-50

299

A Swiftsure album of GB and world stamps including 3 penny reds, Germany, France together with various
loose stamps on paper £30-50

300

The Magic stamp album including GB and world stamps, Victoria to George V - Hungary, Japan, New Zealand,
United States and an Olympic stamp album - Germany, Holland, Austria £30-50

301

Three albums of 1930's and later black and white and coloured postcards - Continental scenes £30-40

302

An album of 1930's and later postcards - Scotland, Wales, Lake District £40-60

303

An album of 1930's black and white photographs - Gloucester, Hampton Court, Ipswich, Lincoln, Ludlow,
Matlock, Nottingham, Southend etc £30-50

304

An album of 1930's black and white postcards - Birmingham, Buxton, Carisbrooke, Cheddah, Cheltenham etc
£30-50

305

An album of black and white postcards of Cathedrals - Ashbourne, Bangor, Bath, Birmingham, Brecon, Bristol,
etc £40-60

306

Five albums of 1950's and later black and white postcards and photographs of Switzerland, Belgium and
France £40-60

307

Five albums of 1950's and later postcards and photographs of Austria, Italy, Germany £30-50

308

A small collection of black and white and coloured postcards £30-50

309

An early black and white photograph of a seated girl 15cm x 12cm contained in a leather case (f), a small
collection of postcards £30-50

310

A George III 8 page indenture £30-40

311

An edition of "The Whitehall Evening-Post" no.1278, 19th November 1726, an edition of "The Caledonia
Mercury" 18th November 1771, 3 editions of "The Edinburgh Evening Cornet" May 18th, 23rd and 25th 1801,
an edition of "The Courier" 9th January 1836 together with a typed account "Jane's Naval History The Captain
of H M Sleep Diamond Rock an island off Martinique West Indies 1804-1805" £40-60

312

A Victorian parchment formed scrap book with Royal Arms, containing various monochrome prints £30-50

313

Oistros (Wolfe, Humbert) "Truffle Eater", pretty stories and funny pictures, a satirical view of The Third Reich,
published by Arthur Barker Ltd, London £80-120

314

Lillian Russell and G G Kilburne "George Elliott, Her Early Life" £20-30

315

Captain G M Skinner, Boy Scouts "The London Pathfinder" together with "Cyclist Scout", "Scouting for Boys"
boys edition and other items of ephemera £30-50

316

A Minox spy camera, a no. C2 Brownie folding camera, a no.120 box camera and a Brownie model C box
camera £30-50

317

Two early black and white photographs of a lady and gentleman, 2 albums of Wills cigarette cards and other
ephemera £30-40

318

One volume "Cattermole's Illustrated History of The Great Civil War - Charles I and Cromwell" (some foxing
and water damage) together with a bound edition of "Country Life" January to March 1919 £30-40

319

A rectangular cast iron sign marked "Please adjust your dress before leaving" 22cm x 37cm £100-150

320

Various 1940's editions of "The Aeroplane Spotter" £40-60
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321

A military issue canvas folding camp bed together with a canvas kit bag £30-50

322

A Victorian Grant of Arms to Henry William Eton, First Baron Cheylesmore, complete with seal and contained
in a leather box (hinge f) NB, Henry William Eton First Baron Cheylesmore 13th March 1816 to 2nd October
1891, Business Man and Conservative Politician £100-150

323

A George III, Ulster, two page land agreement complete with seal £150-200

324

After Michelangelo's David, a life size reconstituted stone figure 170cm h x 57cm w x 38cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £200-300

325

A circular verdigris copper copper 36cm h x 51cm diam. £80-120

326

Cuthbert Bradley "The Fox Hounds of The 20th Century 1914", Commander W B Forbes "Hounds Gentleman
Please", Robert Smith Surtees "Hardley Cross", "Hawkbuck Grange", "Fair Diana", "Ask Mamma", 'Mr
Romford's Hounds & "Plain or Ringlets", (all have damage to bindings, together with Walter Thornbury
volumes 1 - 4 "Old and New London" half leather bound contained in 2 volumes £30-50

327

A red leather Martingale hung 4 horse brasses together with 3 other later Martingales hung 12 various horse
brasses £30-50

328

A pair of Victorian brass candlesticks raised on petal bases 19cm together with 4 19th Century oval brass
candlesticks (1 loose to the base) £30-50

329

Hawker Aircraft Ltd, a tender specification model aircraft no.P13/36, contained in a wooden carrying case
£50-75

331

An Irvin style leather flying jacket with chrome zip £80-100
There are no markings to the press studs, there is wear to the back, a hole to the back, leather showing signs
of deterioration

332

A lady's Calman Links, half length mink jacket £30-50

333

A 1960's Aristocrat Stanilite one armed bandit complete with key and a collection of sixpences 65cm h x 37cm
w x 39cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
There is some corrosion to the chrome

334

An Art Nouveau square embossed and waisted copper jug with hinged lid 20cm h x 11cm £30-50

335

A Hardys "The Coquet" 2 piece fly fishing rod £40-60

336

A Second World War resin Churchill Save for Victory money box in the form of a portrait bust of Churchill
raised on a wooden base 13cm x 13cm x 9cm £30-50
There is a chip to the back and also a crack to the back

337

Volume One, Charles Cox "The Pictorial Museum of Animated Nature" £30-40

338

A Victorian circular faceted glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a reeded brass column 42cm h x 15cm d £30-50
There is a crack to the glass

339

A pair of Edwardian gilt metal oil lamp brackets in the form of standing girls 24cm, 1 compete with gallery and
glass dome £50-75

340

A slatted hardwood and metal garden bench 76cm h x 291cm w x 51cm d £120-160

341

A dapple grey rocking horse on a beech stand 109cm h x 134cm w x 34cm d £300-400
The bottom jaw of the horse is missing, there is a split to the top of the right hand leg, a section of timber is
missing to the top of the left hand leg

342

A Victorian opaque pink glass oil lamp reservoir raised on a gilt spiral turned column with later associated
glass etched shade and chimney, 68cm h x 18cm diam. £30-50
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343

An 19th Century cast iron serpent and twig pattern white painted wrought iron garden bench 182cm h x 131cm
w 67cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
Other examples of this bench have arms and either a cast seat or slats. This bench has no arms and there is
no seat at all. The bench has a bracing bar fixed to the base of the right hand leg. There are no obvious
foundry marks or numbers

344

An album of black and white and coloured postcards - World War One scenes, ships, etc £50-75

345

An album of black and white and coloured postcards including Coolham windmill, St Peter's Church Chailey,
Southwater, etc £40-60

346

Two albums of cigarette cards - Players, Black Cat, Wills, Mitchels, Lambert and Butler £40-60

347

Three green plastic ring bind albums of cigarette and tea cards including Players, Godfrey Phillips, Carreras,
Churchman etc, together with a shoe box of loose cigarette cards £50-75

348

A Penfolds metronome complete with instructions and cased £30-50

349

A German porcelain headed doll, head impressed German 241-3 with open eyes and open mouth with 2 teeth
£40-60

350

An Art Nouveau cylindrical copper and brass coal bin with ring drop handles, raised on paw feet 46cm h x
26cm diam. £40-60

351

A pair of Chinese carved hardwood figures of standing warriors 48cm x 16cm x 13cm, the base with seal mark
£60-80

352

A 19th Century Fijian Kiakavo dance club with ridged teretere between head and spur, 75cm. The underside of
the head carved an area of 4.5cm by 23cm ( photo centre pages ) £260-300
There is a triangular large chip 3cm wide by 4cm long under side the spur

353

Three Victorian editions of the Times Newspaper January 7th 1875, December 19th 1895 and January 23rd
1901 together with an edition of The Evening Standard 7th May 1910, an edition of The Wimbledon Courier
September 11th 1886 and various Victorian satirical prints published by T Mclean 26 Haymarket £50-70

354

A Victorian brass and pierced steel fender, the sides fitted removable associated companion stands with
shovel, poker and tongs, raised on bun feet 79cm h x 112cm h x 26m d £80-120

355

A French gilt metal Rococo style fire curb with 2 pierced gilt metal end irons in the form of lidded urns 50cm w
x 13cm h x 13cm d £200-300

356

One volume Il Petrarcha Con L'espositione Alessandro Vellutello, (The Petrarcha with the exposition of
Alessandro Vellutello) 1535, dated in pen 1723, leather bound £100-150
There are some sections which have worm damage or small tears. A passage has been removed from "Terza
Parte 141" and the book is missing text leaves numbered 136 and 137

357

A 1930's electrical Mahjong game, manufactured for the Western Electric Co. £50-75

358

Of cricketing interest. A collection of 200 autographs of England Test Cricketers including Colin Cowdrey, Ian
Botham, Alec Stewart, Gatt, Atherton, etc, etc, £100-150

359

A child's Singer sewing machine (clamp missing) £30-40
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
401

Donald Ayres (b.1936), oil on board signed, West Country winter landscape 30cm x 40cm £300-400

402

Donald Ayres (b.1936), oil on board signed, Devon landscape at sunset, 29cm x 39cm £400-500

403

A Wickham, watercolour, unsigned, Brighton coastal scene, 25cm by 35cm £30-40

405

Henry Moore, (1831-1895) oil on canvas, seascape, with Cider House Galleries label to the back, 23cm x
39cm £600-700

406

David Shepherd, coloured print, signed in pencil, limited edition 579/900, "Guildford Steam Shed No.1" 35cm x
38cm £40-60

407

David Shepherd, print, signed in pencil, limited edition no. 579/900 "Guildford Steam Shed No.2" 35cm x 38cm
£40-60

408

David Shepherd, print, signed in pencil, limited edition no. 579/900 "Guildford Steam Shed No.3" 35cm x 38cm
£40-60

409

William Kip, map of Westmoreland with coloured borders 27cm x 31cm £30-40

410

Map of Dieppe Bombarde 1694, engraving study of Dutch and English ships firing on the fortified city of
Dieppe, 12cm x 17cm £40-50

411

A Chinese rice paper painting of birds amongst flowers 21cm x 16cm £40-60

412

A pair of 19th Century Continental oils on canvas, indistinctly signed, young girl and boy 18cm x 15cm £50-75

413

H Warren, watercolour signed, study of figures on horseback in an arched mount 14cm x 9cm £40-60

414

Ulrich Eichinger, oil on board signed, portrait of a Rabbi 25cm x 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

415

Alan King, proof print signed in pencil "In The Mood for Celebrations" limited edition print of 850, 34cm x 48cm
£40-60

416

Alan King, limited edition print signed in pencil, no.12/850, "Winter Steam" 35cm x 48cm £40-60

417

J Pollard, coloured coaching prints a pair, "The Birmingham Tally Ho Coaches" and "North Country Mails at
The Peacock Islington" 35cm x 44cm £40-60

418

A print "Chinook HC Mk Two No.7 Squadron Royal Air Force" with multiple signatures 30cm x 40cm £40-60

419

Celia Read, watercolour signed, "The Way We Are Together XXIV" 51cm x 38cm £30-40

420

A pair of 19th Century coloured engravings "The Rakes Progress" 35cm x 40cm £50-75

421

A Victorian oil on canvas, unsigned, study of a boy feeding a terrier 29cm x 23cm ( photo centre pages )
£80-120

422

Marcella Smith (1887-1963) watercolour, still life study of peony, 39cm x 49cm £80-100

423

A mirrored print "Super Range Spitfire VB, Rolls Royce Merlin 45/46 of No.92 Squadron Royal Air Force 1941"
with facsimile signatures 29cm x 44cm £40-60

424

A 19th Century oil on board, lake side view with boat 19cm x 31cm £40-60

425

R Colliard, oil on canvas signed, "En Provence Maussane" 23cm x 40cm £50-75

426

A set of 5 19th Century coloured hunting prints "Bachelor's Hall 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5" 30cm x 38cm £50-75

427

Louis Wain, a coloured print "The Naughty Puss" 45cm x 70cm £50-75
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428

John King, limited edition print no53/251, signed in pencil "The Chiddingfold Leconfield and Cowdray Fox
Hounds Away From Alderbed Copse" 34cm x 50" £40-60

429

Photograph "Derby 1913", J Woodland Fullwood, sports photographer Norwood, London 21cm x 51cm £40-60

430

John Larder, print with multiple signatures, "Operation Chastise", 39cm x 52cm £40-60

431

Continental, early 20th century, indistinctly signed, oil on canvas, country house, 64cm by 38cm £100-150

432

Roger Fiaux, oil, on canvas, signed, riverscape, 45cm by 54cm £100-150

433

20th century, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed, riverscape 45cm by 65cm £100-150

434

W J Palmer, watercolours signed, studies of Wimbledon Common 11.5cm x 19.5cm £150-200

435

R Colliard, oil on canvas signed, a winter landscape with cottage 26cm x 54cm £50-75

436

Charles Wuthrich (1875-1967), oil on board signed, a woodland scene, 32cm x 41cm £100-150

437

Jill Bays, watercolour, still life study, 35cm x 52cm £300-400

438

Robert Collinson, oil on board signed, study of a seated girl with a wicker basket and contents in a rural
setting, 26cm x 20cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

439

Elizabeth Parr, watercolour signed, "Teddybears Having a Picnic" 38cm x 55cm £400-600

440

Dorothy Hutton, 1957, oil on board, Spanish village study 24cm x 33cm £50-75

441

A Victorian woolwork panel of a young girl with dog and puppies in a mahogany frame 51cm x 43cm £50-75

442

A Victorian wool work study of a seated lady with chicken in a rosewood frame 58cm x 48cm £50-75

443

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of Zebras 48cm x 74cm £400-500

444

Sir William Russell Flint, limited edition print no. 574/850, study of Spanish ladies 52cm x 70m £100-150

445

Victorian gouache on board unsigned, study of a steam boat "Fort Salisbury" 14cm x 29cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

445a

Samuel De Wilde (1748/1751-1832) oil on canvas signed and dated 1810, extensive theatrical interior study
"The Seven Ages of Man" 58cm x 76cm ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200
This painting has been restored and re lined

445b

Nick Mace (b1949) oil, on canvas,signed, sand dune scene with figures, 59cm by 75cm £40-60

445c

Stanislav Formenok, oil on canvas signed, study of a young girl sitting on a bench in an extensive landscape
setting 76cm x 63cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

445d

Oil on canvas unsigned, study of an 18th Century sailor 59cm x 44cm £100-150

445e

A 17th Century stump work panel with an oval portrait of a lady with distant buildings enclosed in a laurel
border the surround with unicorns, deer, dogs, beasts and flowers, contained in a walnut cushion frame 34cm
x 45cm ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
There is some fading and some tears in places

445f

Ricardo Diaque, oil on board signed, Parisienne street scene with label en verso 37cm x 45cm £150-200

445g

S Gaggetta, oil on canvas signed, impressionistic study "The Quayside" 49cm x 71cm (with original bill of sale)
£40-60

445h

Oil on board, unsigned, 2 Japanese warriors fighting on a beach with attendants and distant boats 88cm by
120cm £30-40

445j

Three 19th Century cartoons - "A Lawyer and his Agent", "A King and Constitution Forever" and "Neck or
Nothing or Quite The Kick" 16cm x 11cm £40-50

445k

A 4 section relief panel depicting Battle of Evesham 1265 24cm by 161cm £100-150

445l

Lesley Ray, a pair of wax silhouettes of an 18th Century lady and gentleman, ovals, 12cm x 9.5cm contained
in ebonised gilt metal mounted frames £50-75

445m

F W Watts, oil on canvas unsigned, Henley on Thames riverscape 53cm x 83cm £100-150

445n

Print, oval portrait of Princess Royal 9cm x 7cm £40-60
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445p

Edwardian watercolour, portrait of a young girl, oval, 10cm x 8cm and a Gerry Mitchell 1880, watercolour
signed, oval study of a young lady 24cm x 17cm £40-60

445q

Victorian oil on canvas, village scene with figures and thatched buildings 22cm x 17cm £50-70

445r

19th Century silhouette miniature of a gentleman 9cm x 8cm in a gilt metal mounted ebonised frame and 2
others £60-80

445s

Chinese watercolour, study of carp with script, unframed 42cm x 28cm £40-60

445t

An 18th Century coloured print "Fort George with the City of New York from the South West" 39cm x 44cm, the
reverse with Cedric Chivers Gallery label together with a coloured map of Jamaica 45cm x 62cm, unframed
£60-80

445u

Of Horsham interest, The Horsham Club Company Ltd, a share certificate for five hundred one pound shares
to Mr James Williams of Collyer's School Horsham, 25th March 1886, 19cm x 23cm £40-60

445v

A set of 6 19th Century coloured hunting prints 29cm x 36cm £60-80

446

Alan King, print "War Time Serenader Major Glenn Miller" 28cm x 26cm together with a book with illustration of
above £40-60

447

After Thomas Luny and bearing a signature, oil on board, figures alighting on a beach with distant vessels
28cm x 38cm £100-150

448

Roger Tolson (1958), oil on board "St Mary's Park No.1" with Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 1987 label
27cm x 36cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

449

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of pandas 34cm x 29cm £75-95

450

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of an owl 33cm x 28cm £50-75
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
451

A silver engraved cigarette case Birmingham 1918, 88 grams £30-40

452

A Continental silver circular pierced and chased mustard decorated with figures in landscapes with blue glass
liner 8cm h, 70 grams £40-50

453

A Continental silver Triumph hand mirror compact lipstick holder with chased floral decoration 13cm £40-60

454

A Victorian engraved silver christening can with monogram and S scroll handle, London 1887, 8cm, 160 grams
£50-75

455

A silver lobed bowl with pierced floral rim, London 1913, by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Co. 22cm, 720
grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

456

A pair of Victorian cast silver shell shape salts on ball feet, Birmingham 1876, another pair and minor silver
mounted items, weighable silver 75 grams £50-70

457

A Victorian silver jug of plain form London 1899, 7cm, 104 grams and an Edwardian silver mounted brush
London 1908 £40-50

458

An Edwardian chased silver vesta, Birmingham 1908 £30-40

459

A pair of Edwardian silver condiments Birmingham 1907 7.5cm, a larger pair Birmingham 1919 9cm, 86 grams
£40-50

460

A circular silver engine turned trinket box Birmingham 1916, an agate mounted box and a horn snuff box
£30-40

461

A silver backed hand mirror Chester 1913, a clothes brush and hair brush, different marks £40-50

462

An Edwardian silver novelty hat pin in the form of a sword, Chester 1907, maker Charles Horner, 2 others of
scroll design Chester 1909 and 1 other with rubbed marks £40-60

463

A set of 6 silver teaspoons Sheffield 1931, cased, a ditto set Sheffield 1942 and a napkin ring 140 grams
£40-60

464

A set of 6 silver dessert spoons London 1913 and 1915 and 3 ditto table spoons, 450 grams £150-200

465

A pair of silver plated pierced spirit labels - Sherry and Port £26-36

466

Six Edwardian silver dessert forks and 6 dinner forks with 3 prongs, Sheffield 1904, 590 grams £150-200

467

A 4 piece silver octagonal tea and coffee set with fruitwood handles Birmingham 1931, 32 and 33, gross
weight 1486 grams ( photo centre pages ) £250-350

468

A Victorian silver engraved christening can with geometric decoration Sheffield 1878, 8cm, 125 grams £40-60

469

A large engine turned silver cigarette case Birmingham 1926, a smaller ditto Birmingham 1933 and a sterling
engine turned compact, gross 326 grams £60-90

470

An Edwardian silver repousse watch holder Chester 1902 together with a Georgian silver punch ladle with
turned wood handle £40-60

471

A Victorian repousse silver napkin ring, 3 propelling pencils, a bangle and a gilt toothpick £30-40

472

A set of silver teaspoons and sugar tongs, Sheffield 1901 and minor cutlery 164 grams £30-40

473

Six silver teaspoons Birmingham 1929, a pencil holder and minor items 50 grams £26-36

474

A set of 6 silver coffee spoons Birmingham 1947 and minor cutlery etc, weighable silver 220 grams £50-70

475

A pair of Russian silver dwarf candlesticks, stamped 84 and with inscription, 11cm £40-60
Both are slightly bent
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476

A pair of repousse silver condiments in the form of seated bears, Birmingham 1909 and a napkin ring 50
grams £30-40
Both bears are dented and split

477

A Russian silver baluster jug of plain form, stamped 84, 124 grams, 8cm £40-50

478

A silver 3 piece tea set with panelled body and beaded decoration Birmingham 1932, gross weight 580 grams
£150-200

479

A circular sterling silver dish with monogram 19cm, 140 grams £40-60

480

A circular sterling silver dish with repousse scroll decoration 175 grams, 24cm £40-60

480a

A Continental octagonal silver shallow dish 23cm, 228 grams £80-120

480b

A stylish silver presentation golf trophy and lid, the stem with golf clubs, London 1970, maker Garrards and Co,
32cm, 492 grams £200-250

480c

A silver Georgian style salver with Chippendale rim, raised on scroll feet, London 1973, 31cm, 724 grams
£260-320

480d

An Indian silver rectangular box chased with flowers on pad feet 17cm, 569 grams £200-250

480e

A silver 3 light candelabrum, rubbed marks, gross 23 ozs £260-320

480f

A Georgian style silver marrow scoop, Sheffield 1893 and 1 other, 126 grams £45-65

480g

A pair of George IV silver Kings pattern ladles, London 1823, 152 grams £55-75

480h

An Arts and Crafts style 3 handled trophy cup, Sheffield 1910, 867 grams, 12cm £320-380
There are minor dents to this lot

480j

A circular scalloped silver shallow bowl on ball feet, Sheffield 1979, 27cm, 595 grams £220-280
There are minor dents to this lot

480k

A stylish silver pedestal punch bowl with gilt interior on spread foot, Sheffield 1995, 29cm, 1255 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £450-550

480l

A silver swing handled cake basket with pierced rim, Sheffield 1929, 20cm, 416 grams £150-200

480m

An Indian oval repousse silver dish decorated with a girl blowing a horn 20cm, 138 grams £50-75

480n

A panelled silver christening mug with angular handle Birmingham 1929, 77 grams £30-50

480p

A pair of tapered silver candlesticks of plain form, Birmingham 1985, 19cm, gross 187 grams £65-85

480q

A near pair of silver sauce boats, Sheffield 1918 and 1937, 197 grams £70-90

480r

A silver golf trophy in the form of an urn with presentation inscription, raised on a wooden socle 20cm, gross
223 grams £85-120

480s

A silver Art Deco style engine turned cigarette case, 173 grams £60-80

480t

An Edwardian chased silver cigar case with presentation inscription, Birmingham 1902, 121 grams £45-65

480u

A silver cream jug and 2 handled sugar bowl Birmingham 1934, 453 grams £160-200

480v

A silver 2 handled sugar bowl of bulbous form, London 1920, 221 grams £80-120

480w

A Continental silver chocolate pot with repousse decoration and ebony handle, 211 grams gross £75-95

480x

A pair of Edwardian pierced and repousse silver bon bon dishes with scroll decoration and mask heads,
Birmingham 1908, 325 grams £120-160

480y

An Egyptian silver bowl with geometric decoration 13cm, 193 grams £70-100

480z

An Indian repousse silver bowl decorated with figures and elephants in a landscape setting, 12cm, 165 grams
£60-90

481

A pair of Edwardian silver fish servers, Sheffield 1905 £50-75

482

A Victorian silver card case with monogram Birmingham 1900, a pair of sugar tongs and minor items £50-75

483

An Edwardian silver mounted toilet jar with enamelled lid and an overlaid silver scent bottle £30-40

484

A Victorian silver plated centre piece in the form of a bowl with icicles, the base with polar bear 13cm £40-60
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485

A Dutch repousse silver rectangular box decorated with birds and motifs, raised on scroll feet 55mm £50-70

486

A hexagonal 800 standard dish and minor items 137 grams £40-60

487

A Russian silver 84 standard swing handled basket decorated with flowers, raised on ball feet 133 grams,
11cm £50-70
This lot is dented

488

A Victorian repousse silver circular caster, London 1896, 16cm, 186 grams £120-150

489

A pair of Russian silver 84 standard sugar tongs and minor flatware, 575 grams £100-150

490

A 19th Century silver plated punch ladle with turned wood handle £20-30

491

A Continental silver rectangular cigarette box 12cm £30-40

492

An Art Deco rectangular engine turned silver cigarette box, London 1931, 17.5cm £50-70
There are minor dents to the box

493

An Egyptian silver and niello rectangular cigarette box decorated with river views, with presentation inscription
16cm £50-70

494

An Edwardian repousse silver photograph frame, Birmingham 1901 8.5cm and minor items £40-60

495

A Continental Sterling silver 3 light candelabrum, 510 grams, 20cm £120-160

496

A circular silver hand mirror Birmingham 1949 and 4 mounted items £40-50

497

A 19th Century Continental 800 standard serving set comprising knife and 2 gilt decorated spoons, cased
£80-120

498

A Victorian repousse silver Reynolds Angels dressing table set comprising hair brush, clothes brush, hand
mirror, together with a circular silver lidded jar Birmingham 1897, 1898 and a mounted shoe horn and button
hook £100-150

499

A circular silver dressing table jar, London 1945, a mounted wallet and minor items £40-60

500

A Victorian silver plated entree dish and cover with chased monogram together with a base £40-50

501

A gold plated demi-fluted teapot together with a salt and tankard £50-70

502

An Edwardian silver plated 4 piece tea and coffee set with chased floral decoration £40-60

503

An Edwardian silver plated meat cover and a ditto entree set £40-60

504

A pair of silver plated sauce boats and minor plated wares £30-50

505

A silver filled figure of a seated bunny 8cm £50-70

506

An Edwardian silver plated mounted glass ewer and a 2 light candelabrum £40-50

507

A circular silver engine turned pill box Birmingham 1926 and minor flatware, 240 grams £50-70

508

A cased horn handled carving set and minor plated items £40-50

509

A pair of silver plated entree dishes and minor plated items £30-40

510

A silver plated shaker and minor plated items £30-40

511

A silver plated 4 piece tea and coffee set with ebony mounts and 2 cased sets £40-60

512

A silver plated hairbrush and minor plated cutlery etc £30-40

513

An Edwardian silver plated biscuit box decorated with scrolls £30-50

514

A cased horn handled, 5 piece carving set £40-60

515

An Art Deco silver plated chrome scoop and brush £30-40

516

A silver plated 3 piece demi-fluted tea set £30-40

517

A silver plated repousse bowl and minor plated wares £40-60

518

A lady's Edwardian silver Albert £30-40

519

A silver cased keywind pocket watch, 2 fobs and a bracelet £40-50
The watch dial is cracked and is not working

520

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl and gem set ring, size O £50-70
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521

An 18ct yellow gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.20ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds 1.35ct, size N 1/2 £1050-1350

522

A pair of 9ct yellow gold engine turned oval cufflinks 10.5grams £70-90

523

A 9ct yellow gold oval amethyst dress ring size O £140-180

524

An 18ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring approx. 1.15ct, size N ( photo centre pages ) £840-940

525

A yellow gold carved intaglio onyx locket £350-400

526

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set half eternity ring 3.4 grams, size M £50-60
This ring is in good condition and has no missing stones. It is stamped "7.5 PT" but there are no further
hallmarks

527

A 9ct white gold paste set heart pendant 20mm £30-40

528

An 18ct yellow gold Edwardian style diamond ring, size N £350-450

529

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hardstone earrings, 25mm £60-80

530

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set ring size Q £270-320

531

A pair of 18ct yellow gold engine turned oval cufflinks 5.9 grams £75-95

532

A 9ct yellow gold synthetic opal pendant together with a synthetic Alexandrite ditto £100-150

533

Six silver bangles, 196 grams £95-120

534

An Edwardian gilt and enamelled propelling pencil by S Morden & Co, 10cm £70-90
There is a chip to the enamel and some small dents to the opposite side. The propelling mechanism is
working. The lead has a diameter of 1.2mm. There are some minor scratches to the barrel. The pencil is gilt
metal, not gold.

535

A 9ct yellow gold open necklace set with seed pearls and gems, 19 grams £140-180

536

A pair of 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond ear studs approx. 0.65ct £600-700

537

A 10ct yellow gold gem set heart ring, size N 1/2 £40-50

538

A 9ct yellow gold chain link buckle bracelet 13.9 grams £200-250

539

A 9ct yellow gold paste set dress ring size Q £70-90

540

A 9ct yellow gold bracelet and minor gold jewellery approx. 16 grams £120-150

541

An 18ct three colour gold flat link necklace, 38.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1100-1400

542

An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring size L £150-180

543

A pair of 9ct yellow gold crystal earrings 25mm £60-70

544

An 18ct yellow gold Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring, size O £540-640

545

A 9ct yellow gold carved cameo ring, size M £40-60

546

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold diamond set ring, size P, 4.7 grams £130-160

547

A 9ct yellow gold muff chain, 23 grams £170-200

548

A pair of 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond floral ear studs, the diamonds approx. 0.6ct, sapphires 1.25ct,
8mm ( photo centre pages ) £480-580

549

An 18ct white gold diamond set square shaped ring, size P, 4.1 grams £120-140

550

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring, size N £35-45

551

An 18ct yellow gold 2 stone diamond ring, size L, 3.2 grams £100-150

552

A platinum 5 stone diamond ring approx. 1.4ct, size N £1200-1500

553

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, 2.3 grams £75-95

554

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond ring, size O, 5 grams £40-60

555

An 18ct white gold pear cut emerald and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 3ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds approx. 1ct, 25mm ( photo centre pages ) £1100-1400
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556

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size N £50-70

557

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring, size M, 2.1 grams £65-85

558

A 9ct white gold diamond set half eternity ring size M £120-150

559

A yellow gold cabochon cut garnet pendant 32mm £50-70

560

An 18ct white gold oval sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx 1.18ct flanked by pear cut
diamonds each approx. 0.68ct, size O £600-700
The diamonds are pear cut and have an approximate clarity Si3. The ring has some minor scratches to both
stones and shank

561

An 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.35ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds 0.9ct, size N 1/2 £1000-1400

562

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold 12 stone diamond ring, size V, 11.8 grams £400-450

563

A fine and impressive pair of platinum, diamond and detachable baroque pearl bow ear drops, comprising 34
brilliant cut graduated diamonds and 40 baguette cut tapered diamonds each terminating in a baroque pearl
15mm, the overall measurement 60mm, the gross weight 26 grams £4000-5000

564

A pair of silver gilt daisy, amethyst and diamond earrings £180-220

565

An 18ct yellow gold Edwardian diamond ring size B £150-180

566

A yellow gold diamond and pearl pendant in the Edwardian style 33mm £450-550

567

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs 1.05ct £1200-1500

568

An 8 strand seed pearl and coral bead necklace with a yellow gold clasp 42cm £400-500

569

A pair of silver gilt topaz and diamond daisy style earrings £180-220

570

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond square shaped ring size O £300-350

571

A pair of silver gilt diamond, pearl and sapphire drop earrings £260-320

572

A 9ct yellow gold Edwardian diamond and gem bar brooch 7cm £70-90

573

A pair of silver gilt amethyst and diamond floral earrings £180-220

574

A white gold paste set dress ring size P £50-70

575

A 15ct yellow gold diamond bar brooch, 1 other and a stick pin £50-70

576

An 18ct white gold 4 stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, size K 1/2 £200-250

577

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 0.3ct, £300-350

578

A platinum oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the sapphire approx 1.2ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds approx. 0.2ct, size Q 1/2 £900-1200

579

A 9ct yellow gold oval paste set dress ring size L £45-55

580

A lady's yellow gold Omega wristwatch and strap 15 grams ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

581

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond swirl ring, size M ( photo centre pages ) £700-800

582

An 18ct white gold diamond cluster ring, the centre old cut stone approx. 1.26ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds and brilliant cut diamonds to the shoulders 0.46ct, size N 1/2, complete with Anchor certificate (
photo centre pages ) £3400-4400

583

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond half hoop ring, size Q £250-300

584

A pair of silver gilt peridot and diamond floral earrings £180-220

585

An 18ct white gold full eternity ring, approx 2.04ct, size N ( photo centre pages ) £1500-1800

586

A pair of silver gilt cultured pearl and diamond earrings £280-340

587

An 18ct white gold half hoop diamond eternity ring 0.21ct, size K 1/2 £150-180

588

A pair of silver gilt sapphire and pearl earrings £170-200

589

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size T £80-100

590

A silver gilt cabochon amethyst, seed pearl and diamond necklace ( photo centre pages ) £280-340
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591

A 9ct yellow gold garnet ring size P, an opal ditto size P, a portrait ring size P 1/2 £60-80

592

A pair of silver gilt cabochon moonstone and diamond earrings £180-220

593

An 18ct white gold diamond half eternity ring size M £90-120

594

An 18ct white gold oval, treated ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 2.96ct surrounded by
tapered baguette diamonds 0.18ct and brilliant cut diamonds 0.67ct, size N £1400-1800

595

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Longines quartz Presence calendar wristwatch, gross 51 grams (no winder),
boxed ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

596

A silver gilt Edwardian style diamond, pearl and seed pearl necklace £280-340

597

A 15ct yellow gold rope twist muff chain, 23 grams £250-300

598

A pair of Edwardian style silver gilt garnet and diamond ear studs £180-220

599

A 19th Century gold and coral memoriam brooch £40-50

600

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style peridot and diamond floral cluster earrings £180-220

601

An Edwardian 15ct yellow gold bar brooch, 2 others and a pair of 9ct earrings £50-70

602

A silver gilt Edwardian style diamond and amethyst bar brooch in the form of a fish £150-180

603

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone sapphire ring size O £70-90

604

A 9ct yellow gold paste set heart pendant, 17mm £26-36

605

A platinum diamond and sapphire target ring, the centre stone approx. 1.01ct surrounded by calibre cut
sapphires and brilliant cut diamonds, size N 1/2 £1800-2400

606

A 9ct yellow gold mounted painted porcelain brooch depicting a lady 43mm £50-70

607

A platinum ruby and diamond Art Deco style dress ring, size N, £1450-1850

608

A 9ct yellow gold necklace set with a paste drop 40cm £75-95

609

A platinum Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring, size M 1/2 £1450-1850

610

A 14ct white gold diamond tennis bracelet, approx. 4ct, 17.5cm £2100-2600

611

A platinum marquise cut ruby and diamond up finger ring, size n £1400-1800

612

A Georg Jensen silver pendant in the form of a shell 55mm, 32 grams £40-60

613

An Art Deco style platinum, ruby and diamond dress ring size N £1450-1850

614

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size K 1/2 £65-85

615

A platinum Art Deco style 5 stone diamond and emerald oval ring, size N £1850-2450

616

A 9ct yellow gold heart shaped paste set pendant 18mm £26-36

617

A string of cultured pearls with a 9ct white gold clasp, 40cm £180-220

618

A 9ct yellow gold bright cut wedding band size Q £60-80

619

A string of cultured pearls with a 9ct white gold clasp, 40cm £180-220

620

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst set pendant 20mm £26-36

621

A pair of silver gilt, peridot, amethyst and diamond earrings £350-450

622

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst dress ring size L £45-55

623

A silver pearl and enamel moth brooch £45-65

624

A 9ct yellow gold diamond half eternity ring size O and a ditto diamond cluster ring size N 1/2 £100-150

625

A silver Art Nouveau style ruby, enamel and pearl brooch (1 stone missing) £35-45

626

A yellow gold amethyst and seed pearl memoriam ring (ex brooch) size O £100-140

627

A silver enamel, marcasite and emerald set brooch in the form of a rabbit waiter £60-80

628

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 1.25ct, size M 1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

629

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 0.25ct each £100-150

630

A silver enamel, sapphire, marcasite and ruby set bug brooch £60-80

631

An 18ct yellow gold wedding band 2 grams and a 9ct yellow gold ring mount 3 grams £40-60
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632

A silver and enamelled pendant in the form of a sarcophagus with mummy 3.5cm £40-50

633

A gentleman's steel cased Tudor Prince Oysterdate rotor self winding wristwatch, contained in a 35mm case
on a leather strap no.905070 ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

634

An Edwardian gold tie pin £30-40

635

A gentleman's Omega steel cased Speedmaster quartz LED wristwatch and bracelet £80-120

636

An Edwardian silver half hunter pocket watch, the dial inscribed Waltham, Birmingham 1904 £40-60
The dial is cracked but the watch is working

637

A silver cased hunter pocket watch, 2 ditto fob watches and a pocket watch £50-75

638

A silver cased keywind pocket watch and a gun metal ditto £40-60
Neither watches are working

639

A Victorian enamelled and seed pearl bar brooch and minor jewellery £40-60

640

A string of amberoid beads, 66cm £30-40

641

Three gold plated bangles and a cameo portrait brooch £30-40

642

A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £30-40

643

A gentleman's gilt cased Omega automatic Seamaster wristwatch on a leather bracelet together with original
paper work £50-75

644

A Longines silver cased chronometer pocket watch with subsidiary calendar and seconds dial no. 908265
500mm £100-150
The dial is chipped, the watch is working

645

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery £40-60

646

A silver mounted hardstone brooch £26-36

647

A Victorian watch key with hardstone mounts, locket and pendant £50-70

648

A gentleman's steel cased Sekonda Deluxe wristwatch with black dial, the movement stamped 2209 £16-24
This watch is not working

649

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold tonneau wristwatch, the dial inscribed J W Benson, London, Birmingham 1948,
35mm £200-250
The winder is missing

650

A strand of cultured pearls with a 9ct yellow gold clasp, 1 other and minor gold earrings £100-150

650a

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold enamelled swivel Masonic ring size M, 6.1 grams £90-120

650b

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled seed pearl bug bar brooch 8cm, 9 grams £130-160

650c

A 9ct yellow gold repousse bangle 15.8 grams £220-260

650d

A 9ct yellow gold watch chain with T bar and 2 clasps, 13.6 grams £190-240

650e

A 9ct two colour gold watch chain, 33 cm, 13.2 grams £190-240

650f

A 9ct rose gold heart link bracelet with padlock 10.8 grams £150-180

650g

A pair of 9ct yellow gold engraved oval cufflinks 3.6 grams £50-70

650h

A 9ct yellow gold muff chain with heart runner 26.7 grams £380-450

650j

A 9ct yellow gold citrine dress ring, size M, 3.3 grams £50-70

650k

A 9ct two colour gold watch chain 8.7 grams, 39 cm £120-150

650l

A 9ct yellow gold citrine dress ring size O, 3.3 grams £50-70

650m

A 9ct yellow gold ruby ring size U, 2.1 grams £30-40

650n

A 9ct yellow gold diamond pave set ring, size S, 7.2 grams £110-140

650p

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set signet ring size U, 3 grams £50-70

650q

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Greek key pattern diamond set ring, size O, 3.4 grams £50-70

650r

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring size S 1/2, 5 grams £70-90
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650s

A 9ct yellow gold garnet set bar brooch, 4 grams £55-75

650t

A 9ct yellow gold hollow bangle with engraved decoration 15.3 grams £220-280

650u

A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet 27.9 grams ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

650v

A 9ct yellow gold bark finish buckle ring, size R, 7 grams £100-150

650w

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire ring size O, 5.4 grams £75-95

650x

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst dress ring size M, 2.9 grams £40-60

650y

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring size L, 1.8 grams £30-40

650z

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring, size N, 1.5 grams £20-30

651

A gentleman's steel cased Omega automatic calendar wristwatch and 2 other watches £150-200

652

A pair of gilt lorgnettes and minor costume jewellery £30-40

653

A double string of imitation pearls and minor costume jewellery £30-40

654

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery £50-70

655

A silver brooch and minor costume jewellery £30-40

656

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £40-60

657

A paste bracelet and minor costume jewellery £30-40

658

A silver cased pocket watch and a quantity of costume jewellery £50-70

659

A gentleman's silver cased keywind pocket watch Chester 1905 £50-75
The watch is not working

660

A lady's silver engraved wristwatch, a smaller ditto £30-40
Both watches are working

661

A silver cased keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed E T Jenkins Ferndale £50-70
This watch is in working order

662

A lady's silver Accurist wristwatch and 2 others £70-90

663

Two silver curb link necklaces 93 grams £50-70

664

A silver ingot pendant and minor silver jewellery £50-70

665

A silver necklace and pendant and a bead necklace £20-30

666

A pair of Edwardian gilt pince nez £36-46

667

A silver pendant and minor silver jewellery 100 grams £40-50

668

A 5 strand freshwater pearl necklace with silver gilt clasp £24-34

669

A pair of 9ct yellow gold garnet ear studs and minor costume jewellery £30-40

670

A Continental silver mesh belt, 140 grams £120-150

671

An Edwardian fancy link sterling silver Albert £50-70

672

An Art Deco paste set bracelet and minor costume jewellery £50-70

673

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery £180-220

674

A collection of minor costume jewellery £14-24

675

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £30-40

675a

A 9ct rose gold gem and diamond set ring, size M, 1.8 grams £30-40

675b

A 9ct yellow gold enamel and diamond RAF Sweetheart brooch 5cm, 1.8 grams £26-36

675c

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link necklace 18cm 9.3 grams £130-160

675d

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link necklace 18cm, 10.6 grams £150-180

675e

A pair of 9ct yellow gold cufflinks with armorials 9.9 grams £140-180

675f

A 9ct 3 colour Russian wedding ring size N 3.7 grams £50-75

675g

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring size Q, 12.3 grams £170-220

675h

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring, size J, 2.2 grams £36-46
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675j

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled circular brooch decorated with a crown 23mm, 3.3 grams £45-65

675k

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst heart shaped pendant and chain 4.5 grams £65-85

675l

A 9ct rose gold Albert with T bar and 2 clasps with a 9ct fob, 28.3 grams £400-500

675m

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold pave set ring, size P, 5.7 grams £90-120

675n

A 9ct three colour square shaped ring, size L, 2.3 grams £36-46

675p

A 9ct three colour torque bangle, 8.6 grams £120-150

675q

A 9ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring, size M 1/2, 2.1 grams £36-46

675r

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set band, size M, 2.4 grams £40-60

675s

A 9ct yellow gold Byzantine style necklace 60cm, 22.2 grams £320-380

675t

A 9ct yellow gold dome shaped ring, size R, 5.5 grams £80-100

675u

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Masonic ring, size X, 4 grams £55-75

675v

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst set ring size R, 2.1 grams £30-50

675w

A 9ct yellow gold pierced diamond set ring, size N, 3.2 grams £50-75

675x

A 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring, size P, 2 grams £30-50

675y

A 9ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, size Q, 2.5 grams £40-60

675z

A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring, size L 1/2, 1.7 grams £30-40

676

A paste set clip and minor jewellery £16-24

677

A Continental silver necklace, 100 grams £30-40

678

A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £24-34

679

A gentleman's silver cased keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-40
The watch is not working and the glass is loose

680

A paste set bracelet and minor costume jewellery £30-40

681

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery £55-75

682

A stylish silver unicorn brooch and minor costume jewellery £40-50

683

A silver and enamelled brooch, a ditto propelling pencil and minor costume jewellery £40-50

684

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £30-40

685

A gentleman's pocket watch and minor wristwatches £26-36

686

A gentleman's steel cased wristwatch and minor costume jewellery etc £20-30

687

A George III sovereign 1820 £180-220

688

A Victorian sovereign 1900 £180-220

689

An Edward VII half sovereign 1904 £140-180

690

A gilt commemorative coin 1837-1897 £30-50

691

A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and 2 clasps, 17 grams £150-180

692

A George III 1806 third of a guinea together with a 1 dollar gold coin 1851 £80-100

693

A gentleman's gilt cased Lanco wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock £30-40
This watch is not working

694

A pair of 18ct yellow gold engine turned cufflinks, 14 grams £150-180

695

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold wedding band, size V and a signet ring size X, 14.5 grams £80-120

696

A 9ct yellow gold tie pin, 4.5 grams and a set of three 18ct yellow gold studs, 3 grams £50-70

697

A silver 3 piece condiment raised on lion mask knees and paw feet with blue glass liners and 2 spoons,
Birmingham 1969 cased, together with a silver butter spoon, 250 grams £80-120

698

A pair of repousse silver candlesticks (marks rubbed) and minor items £30-40

699

An Edwardian silver presentation trophy cup, London 1904, 360 grams £80-120

700

Six silver teaspoons, a pair of tongs and 2 napkin rings, 124 grams, a plated salver and cigarette box £30-40
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700a

A 9ct three colour gold triple wedding band, size O, 4.9 grams £70-90

700b

A 14ct white gold diamond bracelet, 17.8 grams ( photo centre pages ) £450-500

700c

A 14ct yellow gold diamond set ring, size T, 6.5 grams £160-200

700d

A 15ct yellow gold bracelet, 18.7 grams £450-550

700e

A 14ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring 7.1 grams £170-200

700f

An 18ct yellow gold diamond double cluster ring, size M, 5.8 grams ( photo centre pages ) £260-320

700g

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set pendant and chain 9.3 grams £270-320

700h

An 18ct yellow gold diamond ribbon brooch 2.7 grams £75-97

700j

A pair of 18ct yellow gold drop ball earrings 3.7 grams £100-130

700k

An 18ct yellow and white gold bracelet, 5.5 grams £160-190

700l

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring, size V, 6.3 grams £90-120

700m

Two pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings, 4.7 grams £65-85

700n

Two pairs of 9ct yellow gold earrings 5.9 grams £85-120

700p

Four 9ct yellow gold gem set rings sizes J, O, O and Q, 7.9 grams £110-140

700q

A 9ct yellow gold emerald and diamond dress ring, size P, 3 grams £40-60

700r

A pair of 9ct rose gold engraved cufflinks, 4.2 grams £60-80

700s

A 9ct yellow gold sharks head pendant, 6.3 grams £90-120

700t

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled Masonic jewel, Aldershot Lodge 4178, 24.2 grams £340-400

700u

A 9ct yellow gold graduated link bracelet 15.8 grams £220-280

700v

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace, 18.5 grams, 40cm £260-320

700w

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled Masonic jewel 25.4 grams £360-420

700x

A pair of 16ct yellow gold turquoise stud earrings 3.5 grams £90-120

700y

A 15ct yellow gold and enamelled pigeon bar brooch, 3.1 grams £75-95

700z

A 9ct rose gold Masonic pendant 5.1 grams £70-90

701

A Persian silver spirit decanter and lid with 6 tots decorated with scrolling flowers 605 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

702

An Art Deco silver panelled 3 piece tea set with ebony mounts Sheffield 1933 and 1929, gross 1200 grams
£250-300

703

A Victorian repousse silver Royal Order of Foresters badge together with a silver dish in the form of a
sombrero 70 grams £40-60

704

A Victorian pierced silver buckle Birmingham 1899 and a repousse ditto £40-60

705

A set of 12 silver gilt coffee spoons 160 grams, cased £80-100

706

A pair of Edwardian silver plated centrepieces with dog beneath a tree with cut glass dishes 22cm £50-75
One dog is missing

707

A silver plated engraved 2 handled tray 71cm and minor plated items £30-50

708

A canteen of plated cutlery and minor plated wares £30-40

709

A silver plated coal scuttle sugar bowl and minor plated items £40-60

710

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 15.5 grams, 54cm £120-160

711

A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, Chester 1892 £50-75
This is watch is not working and the second hand is missing

712

An 18th Century silver pair cased pocket watch £100-150
The dial is chipped and loose, the hands are missing and sections of the movement are missing
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713

A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch, the movement inscribed Adam Burdess Coventry, London 1869
£50-75
The dial is detached, the hands are missing, the watch is not working

714

A Victorian silver keywind pocket watch, the dial inscribed William Brown Perth, Chester 1877 £50-75
This watch works intermittently

715

A Continental 925 silver chronograph pocket watch with calendar and seconds dial £50-75
This watch works intermittently

715a

A 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, size K 1/2, 2.5 grams £45-65

715b

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set buckle ring, size P, 1.3 grams £26-36

715c

A pair of 9ct yellow gold diamond and gem set earrings, 2.7 grams £45-65

715d

A 9ct yellow gold gem set necklace, 6.2 grams £95-120

715e

A 9ct yellow gold tanzanite and diamond ring, size L 1/2, 1.8 grams £36-46

715f

A 9ct yellow gold oval signet ring size K, 3.5 grams £50-75

715g

A 9ct yellow gold razor pendant and chain 6.6 grams £95-120

715h

A 9ct yellow gold razor blade pendant and chain 16 grams £230-280

715j

A 9ct white gold diamond and gem set ring, size N, 2.8 grams £40-60

715k

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst set dress ring size N, 3.3 grams £45-65

715l

A 9ct white gold gem set cluster ring size N, 4.6 grams £65-85

715m

A 9ct yellow gold gem set target ring, size N 1/2, 6.4 grams £90-120

715n

A 9ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size L 1/2, 1.1 grams £30-50

715p

A pair of 9ct yellow and white gold hoop earrings, 5.1 grams £70-90

715q

A 9ct three colour gold Russian wedding ring size L, 3.9 grams £55-75

715r

A 9ct rose gold gate bracelet and padlock 13.8 grams £200-250

715s

A 9ct 3 colour gold Russian wedding ring, size K, 4.6 grams £65-85

715t

A pair of 9ct yellow gold square earrings and a pair of hoop earrings, 5 grams £70-90

715u

A 9ct yellow gold enamelled sweetheart brooch, 6 grams £85-120

715v

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled sweetheart brooch 5.3 grams £75-95

715w

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring size N, 3 grams £40-60

715x

Two pairs of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings 5.9 grams £85-120

715y

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hoop earrings, 5.4 grams £75-95

715z

Two pairs of 9ct yellow gold twist hoop earrings, 4.4 grams £60-80

716

A Continental silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed Langdon Davies and
Co, Birmingham, the movement inscribed the same £50-75
The seconds hand is missing, the movement is working

717

A Continental silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, the movement inscribed S H Latrobe
£50-75
This watch is not working

718

A Continental silver mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £50-75
This watch is working intermittently

719

A Continental silver keywind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock £50-75
This watch is not working

720

A Georgian silver pair cased pocket watch, the movement inscribed MacDonald London 30232 £100-150
The dial is detached, the hands are missing, pieces of the movement are loose, the hoop is bent, the inner
case is broken
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721

A 1970's Memostar steel cased alarm wristwatch with calendar dial and leather strap £40-60

722

A Gibraltar sovereign 2017, boxed £180-220

723

A silver plated bronze medallion - The Waterloo medal, cased £30-40

724

A silver commemorative medallion - The Arctic Convoys 1941-1945 Ten pound coin, dated 2016 £50-70

725

A Battle of Waterloo 1815-2015 proof coin set consisting of 5 bronze medallions and a 14ct gold coin £80-120

726

A US Heritage Silver Collection comprising 6 dollars and 7 half dollars £60-80

727

A Battle of The Atlantic 1939-1945 proof coin set £30-50

728

A Battle of The Atlantic gold coin set comprising 2016 sovereign, 2016 half sovereign and 2016 quarter
sovereign, no.59/499 £300-400

729

A Victorian 1889 crown and minor coins £30-50

730

Seven gold plated Winston Churchill commemorative crowns £24-34

731

A quantity of pre-1947 coinage, 260 grams £40-50

732

A silver fob brooch and minor medals £30-40

733

Two Scottish Constitution Royal Arch Chapter jewels 1 set with paste together with a gilt metal Quatuor
Coronati Lodge jewel £40-60

734

Minor European bank notes £20-30

735

Minor European coinage £20-30

736

A gentleman's Montblanc fountain pen with 14ct nib £120-150

737

A Cartier gilt trophy dish contained in a fitted box £70-90

738

A Second World War medal group to 573359.F.SGT.M.Bird RAF comprising Defence medal, British War
medal, General Service medal with Malaya bar and Air Force Long Service Good Conduct medal, in original
posting box together with a gilt Coronation medal £100-150

739

A Second World War medal group comprising Defence medal, War medal and Burma Star in original posting
box £30-40

740

Seven uncased, uncirculated coin sets, an FDC, a silver commemorative stamp and minor coins £40-60

741

Minor commemorative crowns and coins £30-40

742

A Queens South Africa medal to 4000 Pte.T.Flitter.RL.Berks.Regt with Cape Colony, Orange Free State and
South Africa 1901 bars £60-90

743

A Waterloo medal to Michael Coxedge First Batt.Reg.Foot., now converted to a brooch ( photo centre pages )
£500-800

744

An Afghanistan medal to 1287 Pte.C.Spong.9th Lancers with Charasia, Kabul and Kandahar bars £300-400

745

A WWI medal to D/29108 Pte.H.Withers.6.DMS together with a Victory medal to T/369922
Pte.H.Knowles.A.S.C. and 2 badges £30-40

746

A World War One pair of medals to G/24284 Pte.W.G.Price.R.W.Kent.R £40-60

747

A World War One death plaque to Edward Albert Banham, framed £60-90

748

A Prussian flag 80cm x 180cm £40-60
There are numerous holes and tears to the flag

749

Two runs of consecutive 10 shilling notes D01N752212 to D01N752300 (DO1N752221 missing), another
consecutive run D01N752354 to D01N753393 and assorted 10 shilling notes £100-150

750

A consecutive run of one pound bank notes CR17284081 to CR17284098 and a quantity of one pound bank
notes mixed numbers (16) £40-60

751

Two World War One pairs of medals to 31677 Pte.F.Longhurst.R.FUS. and 5946 Pte.A.J.Curl.L.N.Lan.R
£50-75
The second pair has the clasp missing
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752

A quantity of mainly UK coinange £30-40

753

A quantity of mixed coinage and minor bank notes £40-60

754

3 rolls of Silver Jubilee commemorative crowns and minor coins £30-40

755

A Huntley and Palmers tin containing a WWII Defence and war medal and a small quantity of UK coinage
£20-30

756

A 22ct gold 2015 Horatio Nelson 1 guinea coin 8.5 grams £180-240

757

A pair of silver peridot ear studs £50-70

758

A silver enamel, marcasite and ruby cabochon sapphire bug brooch £45-65

759

A 19th Century silver, silver gilt and enamelled icon with a figure of Mary and Christ with buildings enclosed in
a floral border, on panel, 18cm x 14cm enclosed in a fitted frame ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

760

A 19th Century Dieppe ivory figure of a standing lady in supplication 15cm £100-150

761

A carved ivory inuit standing figure of a man 9cm together with a hardstone mounted desk seal £50-75

762

A gentleman's gold plated Dunhill pocket cigarette lighter £50-70

763

A walking cane with silver knop and a Victorian parasol with silver mounted ivory mask handle £30-40

764

A pair of silver peridot ear studs £50-70

765

A pair of silver black Ethiopian opal ear studs £60-80

766

A silver enamel and ruby set owl brooch £45-65

767

A pair of silver sapphire ear studs £50-70

768

A pair of silver and pink tourmaline ear studs £45-65

769

A pair of silver and ethiopian opal ear studs £60-80

770

A pair of silver and apatite studs £45-65

771

A Continental circular silver vase with repousse decoration 9cm, 123 grams £45-55

772

A silver urn shaped vase of plain form, London 1919, 13cm, 130 grams £50-75

773

A circular Indian repousse silver dish with floral decoration 19cm, 166 grams £60-80

774

An Indian repousse silver lobed bowl on scroll feet, 10cm, 76 grams £26-36

775

A South American, hammer pattern, egg shaped silver dish 11cm, 69 grams £26-36

776

An Indian repousse silver jug with sprawl decoration, 9cm, 126 grams £45-55

777

A pair of repousse silver bon bon dishes with floral decoration, 12cm, 104 grams £36-46
The hallmarks are rubbed

778

A Continental silver baluster mug of plain form together with a ditto tott, 126 grams £45-65

779

Five silver, 1 oz ingots, 156 grams £60-80

780

A Georgian silver 2 handled sugar bowl with chased armorial and scroll decoration 18cm, 229 grams £80-120
The hallmarks are rubbed

781

A hexagonal pierced silver bon bon dish, 93 grams £30-40

782

A silver mug of plain form, Birmingham 1939, a small ditto, 200 grams £70-90

783

A modern silver square photograph frame 12cm, together with a ditto book mark, 84 grams £20-30

784

A Georgian silver repousse teapot raised on ball feet, 769 grams £280-340
The hallmarks are rubbed

785

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery 153 grams £60-80

785a

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 189 grams £70-90

785b

A set of six 800 standard gilt teaspoons, boxed, 65 grams £26-36

785c

A set of 12 Edwardian silver plated dessert eaters with fancy handles contained in a walnut case £40-60

785d

A late 19th century carved ivory figure Christ on the cross 60cm £40-60

786

A silver charm bracelet, 143 grams £50-70
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787

A silver dress ring, size M and a quantity of other rings, 28 grams £26-36

788

A silver charm bracelet 133 grams £50-70

789

A stylish silver necklace 160 grams £60-80

790

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery, 238 grams £90-120

791

Two stylish silver bracelets, 121 grams £45-55

792

Two silver charm bracelets 78 grams £30-40

793

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery, 82 grams £30-40

794

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 122 grams £45-55

795

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery, 195 grams £75-95

796

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 137 grams £50-70

797

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery, 152 grams £60-80

798

A set of 10 silver teaspoons, 122 grams £45-55

799

A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery, 229 grams £90-120

800

A stylish silver 2 handled trophy and lid, London 1936, 191 grams £70-90

801

A Continental scalloped silver dish 28cm, 265 grams £100-150

802

A silver sports trophy, London 1905 and 4 others, 323 grams £120-150

803

An Edwardian silver sports trophy, London 1909 and 4 others, 442 grams £160-190

804

A set of 6 silver dessert forks and spoons, Sheffield 1961 and 1962, 493 grams £180-240

805

A set of 4 Victorian silver Old English sauce ladles, London 1853, 306 grams £110-150

806

A pair of Georgian silver sugar tongs and minor silver items 128 grams £45-65

807

Six silver and enamel coffee spoons with bean ends, 47 grams £20-30

808

A set of 10 Victorian silver teaspoons, 218 grams £100-140
Hallmarks rubbed

809

A 1930's oak 2 drawer canteen containing a set of silver plated cutlery for 12 (131 pieces) £100-140

810

A novelty inkwell in the form of a silver plated mounted horses hoof inscribed "Billy" £60-80
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
811

St James, a 20th Century carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case £50-75

812

P Buhre, a French 19th Century striking 4 glass clock with visible escapement and Roman numerals with twin
mercury pendulum, contained in a gilt case, the back plate numbered and marked 43780 P Buhre, striking on a
gong ( photo centre pages ) £400-500
The dial has a crack, the case is heavily polished in places and the hammer to the gong has been soldered

813

An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer in an inlaid mahogany case, the silvered dial marked
Fattorini and Sons of Bradford £40-60

814

A chain fusee wall clock, the 29cm painted dial with Roman numerals and spun metal bezel and having a
11.5cm brass back plate, contained in a mahogany case, complete with key and pendulum £150-200
There is some paint loss and flaking to the dial

815

A chiming longcase clock with 25cm arched gilt dial with silvered chapter ring, striking St Michael's
Westminster and Whittington Chimes, contained in an oak case with sliding hood 193cm h £170-220

816

Philip Haas and Sohne, an Edwardian striking bracket clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals,
contained in an arch shaped inlaid mahogany case complete with key and pendulum £40-60

817

An American 10 day wall clock with paper dial and Roman numerals contained in a pine case with back paper
to the drop dial section £40-60
There is some damage to the back paper

818

An 18th Century Scotts 8 day striking longcase clock, the 32 cm arched dial painted birds and with rose and
thistle spandrels, marked Robert Darling of Edinburgh, with subsidiary second hand and calendar aperture,
contained in an inlaid mahogany case with fluted columns to the sides, complete with weights and pendulum
(no winding key) 223cm h ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There is a repair to the pediment at the top, the case has been polished, there is sun bleaching to the long
door and a split to the base of the trunk

819

A 19th Century Continental striking bracket clock with silvered dial and Roman numerals contained in an oak
and embossed metal case, the back plate marked Lenzkikch Ang.u £30-50
Section of beading missing to the bottom of the front left hand column and a section of beading to the right
hand side

820

A chain fusee wall clock, the 29cm painted dial with Roman numerals and brass spun bezel, marked E Moore,
Pimlico, with 10.5cm brass back plate, contained in a mahogany case ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There is no key or pendulum, the painted dial has a small blister beneath the 1 and by the letter l in Pimlico

821

A Continental mercury stick barometer, the gilt dial marked T E Farrington Clock Maker, Edenbridge £50-75

822

A Vienna style regulator with 14cm embossed gilt and paper dial and grid iron pendulum, contained in a walnut
case £40-60
The finial is damaged and there is a split to the top of the panelling of the door

823

Of Horsham interest, a Continental 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals
marked J Cramp Horsham, contained in an ebonised case with silver plated mounts £40-60
There is a crack to the dial by the numeral 3 o'clock and fading to the lettering of Cramp

824

An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer contained in a carved mahogany circular case 34cm diam.
£40-60
This barometer is physically in good condition but is not currently in working order.
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825

A 19th Century Vienna style regulator with paper dial, Arabic numerals and grid iron pendulum, contained in a
walnut case £30-50
The roundel to the top of the case is missing and finial to the right hand side of the case is loose, there is no
key

826

Committi, an Edwardian style timepiece with paper dial and Roman numerals, contained in an arch shaped
inlaid mahogany case, with quartz movement £40-60

827

A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case £50-75
There is some "fluff" on the dial

828

Japy Freres, a French 19th Century 8 day striking mantel clock with Roman numerals, striking on a gong,
contained in a gilt metal case surmounted by a lidded urn, the back plate with Japy Freres cypher mark
£150-200
The chime is overwound

829

Mappin and Webb, a 20th Century carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a
gilt metal case £40-60
The handle to the back door is missing, there is a chip to the glass back plate

830

Japy Freres, a French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in an
arched inlaid mahogany case with gilt metal columns to the side, complete with pendulum and key £40-60
There is a split to the domed veneer on top and the movement retention bar is damaged

831

A Winterhalder and Hofmeier striking bracket clock with silvered dial and Roman numerals contained in an
arched inlaid oak case, striking on 2 gongs, complete with key and pendulum £40-60
Some light corrosion to the side of the dial

832

A.D. Mougin, a French 19th Century timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals conainted in an
ebonised case, the circular back plate marked Man Mougin Ch Vcne Paris 52945, complete with pendulum, no
key £40-60

833

A French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a gilt metal case
complete with original carrying case £50-75

834

A Victorian French timepiece with enamelled dial contained in a gilt painted spelter case surmounted by a
figure depicting the harvest, the back plate marked 1259, complete with pendulum and key £40-60
There is a slight scratch to the dial

835

A Victorian 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a 2 colour marble
case, striking on a gong £30-50
The second hand missing and there is no key

836

A 19th Century automaton in the form of a castle with shipwreck, rolling seas and figures, complete with glass
dome 51cm h x 21 cm w x 17cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
Currently not working, requires some restoration

837

A 1930's Atmos clock, contained in a chrome case, numbered 4390, Brevets J.L Reutter S.G.D.G 24cm h x
27cm w x 14cm d ( photo centre pages ) £3000-5000
This clock has kept good time for the last 10 days

838

John Boot of Sutton, an 18th Century 30 hour longcase clock, the 28cm gilt square dial with Roman numerals
and calendar dial, the back plate marked G Taylor, contained in an oak case complete with pendulum and
weight, 220cm h £100-150
There is an old repair to the middle of the pediment and a split to the base of the trunk
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Rugs and Carpets
841

A Kashmiri woolwork stitched panel with floral medallion to the centre 124cm x 78cm £20-30

842

A black and red ground Persian Farahan rug 71cm x 54cm £40-60
Fringe missing and slight flecking in places

843

An Anatolian rug with mihrab and mosque lantern decoration 209cm x 92cm £40-60
This rug has had the fringes reduced at both ends. There are some small patches of moth to the cord edges
and some light wear throughout the centre. It is otherwise generally in good condition.

844

A brown and tan ground Persian Brojerd rug with central medallion within multi row borders 96cm x 62cm
£30-40

845

A Belouche brown, red and white ground rug with central field and geometric design within a 3 row border
133cm x 86cm £30-40

846

A pink ground Bokhara rug with 5 stylised diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 162cm x 97cm
£30-40
Some fraying to the fringe

847

A Caucasian green, red and blue rug with central medallion within a 3 row border 172cm x 106cm £40-60
The rug is in wear and the fringe is missing

848

A red and blue ground Belouche rug with stylised octagons to the centre within a multirow border 133cm x
99cm £40-60
The rug is in wear and some sections of fringe are missing

849

A tan, green and brown ground Maiman Kilim runner with diamonds to the centre 293cm x 80cm £60-80

850

A black and blue ground Ghalmori Kilim rug 200cm x 100cm £80-120

851

A red, green, blue and white ground Suzni runner 250cm x 70cm £50-75

852

A yellow, brown and green ground Cheli Kilim runner 196cm x 65cm £50-75

853

A white, blue and red ground Gulberjasta rug with stylised medallions to the centre within a multi row border
211cm x 141cm £90-120

854

A brown, green and black ground Maimana Kilim with 2 row border 204cm x 158cm £70-100

855

A Kashmir tan, green and beige ground wool work panel 207cm x 150cm £90-120

856

A blue, brown and black ground Chobi Kilim rug 188cm x 126cm £90-120

857

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 5 stylised diamonds to the centre within a 3 row border 257cm x
63cm £50-75

858

A yellow, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim with overall geometric design 125cm x 84cm £40-60

859

A red and blue ground Gazak rug with diamond medallion to the centre within a multi row border 134cm x
117cm £50-75

860

A black, green and brown ground Maimana Kilim runner 198cm x 58cm £30-50

861

A red and brown ground Belouche rug 137cm x 82cm £50-75

862

A brown, green and orange ground Chobi Kilim rug 160cm x 104cm £50-75

863

A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre in a multi row border 245cm x 62cm
£50-75

864

A Sumak needlework panel 181cm x 125cm £70-90

865

A peach ground and floral patterned Oshak carpet 299cm x 201cm, light flecking in places £200-250
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
881

A set of 10 Georgian style mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved mid rails and over stuffed seats - 1
carver and 9 standard ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

882

A 19th Century bleached mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass plate drop handles and
satinwood stringing 102cm h x 102cm w x 50cm d £100-150
There is some light bruising and scratches to the top, the handles have been replaced

883

A Georgian style mahogany drop flap Butler's table with detachable tray raised on square tapered supports
united by an H framed stretcher 54cm h x 93cm w x 64cm d £70-100
There are some light scratches to the top

884

A carved and pierced walnut console table of serpentine outline with black veined marble top, raised on
outswept supports 87cm h x 125cm w x 51cm d £400-500

885

A 19th Century rectangular bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a carved gilt cushion shaped frame 75cm h
x 57cm w £30-40
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

886

A Jacobean style oak chest of 5 long drawers with geometric mouldings, raised on bun feet 120cm h x 84cm w
x 53cm d £100-150
Some light contact marks in places

887

A 19th Century inlaid mahogany double corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed panelled doors, the base enclosed by panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 104cm h 88cm w
x 60cm d £40-60
A small section of timber is missing to the left hand top of the cornice and right hand to of the cornice, beading
is missing to the top of the left hand door and also to the bezel

888

A Continental inlaid kingwood kidney shaped chest with gilt metal gallery fitted 2 drawers above an undertier,
raised on cabriole supports 76cm h x 58cm w x 30cm d £120-150

889

An Edwardian circular mahogany 2 tier occasional table with undertier 71cm h x 60cm w £40-60
Some light scratching to the top

890

A Queen Anne style inlaid walnut bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 1 long and 2 short
drawers, raised on cup and cover supports with X framed stretcher 92cm h x 57cm w x 41cm d £80-120
A section of veneer is missing to the top right and left hand edge and bubbling in paces

891

A French inlaid Kingwood chest of serpentine outline with pink veined marble top fitted 7 drawers 150cm h x
92cm w x 43cm w £360-420
Sections of veneer are missing to the right hand leg

892

A 19th Century mahogany demi-lune table raised on 4 square supports 71cm h x 106cm w x 53cm d £30-50
There is some light scratching and ink marks to the top

893

A Victorian carved rosewood show frame tub back chair with dolphin arms, the seat of serpentine outline
raised on a carved cabriole supports £60-80

894

A French inlaid Kingwood commode with pink veined marble top, fitted 3 long drawers, raised on cabriole
supports 87cm h x 120cm w x 53cm d £300-400

895

A gilt "bronze" display cabinet raised on a mahogany base with slatted undertier 81cm h x 100cm w x 125cm d
£150-200
One glass panel to the side is severely cracked
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896

A Victorian style mahogany extending dining table raised on turned and reeded supports with 2 extra leaves,
74cm h x 178cm l x 272cm l with the extra leaves, x 142cm w £100-150
Some scratches and water marks to the top in places

897

A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 81cm h x 97cm w x 54cm d £50-80
Some pitting and light scratches to the top, the handles have been replaced

898

A 1920's oak coffer with linenfold decoration and hinged lid 60cm h x 76cm w x 46cm d £50-75
There is a ring mark and some discolouration to the top

899

A 17th Century style carved oak sideboard, with arcaded and linenfold decoration, fitted 2 drawers above
double cupboard, raised on turned and block supports 90cm h x 122cm w x 45cm d £100-150

900

A 19th Century style inlaid mahogany breakfront bookcase with moulded cornice, fitted adjustable shelves,
raised on a platform base 189cm h x 164cm w x 39cm d £150-200

901

A 19th Century carved oak cabinet fitted 2 long drawers above panelled doors, the drawers mask carved The
Green Man 90cm h x 111cm w x 53cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
The top is sun bleached, signs of old but treated worm to the drawers and to the sides

902

A 19th Century Continental card table fitted 1 long drawer, the back raised on turned supports 72cm h x 80cm
w x 39cm d £50-75
The top is warped, there is some water damage to the top, a small section of beading is missing to the back
left hand edge, signs of old but treated worm to the back

903

A pair of Victorian carved mahogany shield back hall chairs with solid seats, raised on turned supports
£100-150
There is an old break to 2 of the legs on both of the chairs

904

A Victorian mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports 69cm h x 91cm w x 45cm d
£30-50
There is damage to 1 of the rule joints, there is a slight split, scratching and ink marks to the top

905

A 19th Century mahogany drop flap gateleg dining table, raised on 6 turned and reeded supports ending in
brass caps and casters 72cm h x 95cm w x 44cm when closed x 144cm when extended £40-60
There is a slight warp to the top and some ring marks

906

A Kingwood and parquetry kidney shaped 2 tier occasional table with crossbanded top inlaid a geometric
pattern, fitted a frieze drawer and raised on square tapered supports 74cm h x 55cm w x 30cm d £140-180

907

A Georgian country oak bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 long drawers with brass
plate drop handles, raised on bracket feet 107cm h x 107cm w x 54cm d £50-75
There is a split to 1 side, the hinges and handles have been replaced

908

A rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a pierced gilt frame 71cm h x 60cm w £30-40

909

An Empire style mahogany rectangular coffee table with gilt metal mounts, raised on X framed supports with H
framed stretcher 45cm h x 95cm w x 45cm d £30-40
There are some light bruises to the top in places

910

A Georgian mahogany sideboard fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on turned supports 76cm h x 92cm
w x 51cm d £70-90
Some light bruising and scratches to the top

911

A 19th Century Italian ebonised and inlaid ivory hall chair with solid seat, the slat back inlaid a figure of a
standing lady, raised on carved supports with H framed stretcher £100-150
1 carved ivory panel is missing to the right hand column, the right of the back has an old repair, some wear to
the ebonising and the frame is loose
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912

An Ipswich style carved oak cabinet enclosed by 3 panelled doors with arcaded decoration, raised on cup and
cover supports 92cm h x 120cm w x 46cm d £100-150
Some light scratching to the top

913

A 17th/18th Century oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers 84cm h x 58cm ( photo centre pages ) £120-160
There is a split to the top, the frame is loose and the handles have been replaced

914

A Victorian 17th Century style carved oak hall chair with arched back and solid seat, raised on turned and
block supports £40-60
The back left hand edge has an old repair, the frame is loose

915

A Victorian figured walnut centre table of serpentine outline, raised on turned supports with carved H framed
stretcher 72cm h x 83cm w x 48cm d £100-150
There is a watermark and some scratches to the top, the frame is loose

916

A Continental carved walnut press cabinet, fitted 5 shallow trays enclosed by a pair of panelled doors with
carved cherub panels, the base fitted a drawer, raised on bun feet 171cm h x 103cm w x 59cm d £150-200
There is damage to the top left hand edge and a chip to one of the handles on the tray

917

A pair of French inlaid and crossbanded Kingwood bedside chests with 3/4 galleries, fitted 3 drawers, raised
on cabriole supports 74cm h x 37cm w x 31cm d £250-300

918

A Georgian mahogany oval pad foot drop flap dining table, 74cm h x 39cm l when closed x 131cm l when
open £40-60
There are some scratches to the top, timber has been let in in places, sun bleaching to the top

919

A Victorian rectangular mahogany library table, raised on turned and reeded supports ending in brass caps
and casters 75cm h x 133cm w x 84cm d £100-150
A section of beading is missing to the tops of all 4 legs

920

An Edwardian walnut mahogany music chest fitted 6 drawers with pressed copper plate drop handles above
undertier 81cm h x 51cm w x 39cm d £40-60

921

A pair of 19th Century walnut ladder back library steps £120-150
Some light pitting to the seat

922

A Victorian mahogany extending dining table raised on turned and fluted supports with 2 extra leaves 75cm h x
140cm l x 234cm l when extended x 120cm w £150-200
Some light scratches to the top

923

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany side table fitted 2 drawers, raised on square tapered supports with casters
78cm h x 102cm w x 48cm d £40-60
Some ring marks, scratches and a split to the top

924

A Victorian mahogany drop flap work table with shaped top above 2 drawers, cupboard and flap to the side
71cm h x 53cm w x 37cm d £80-100

925

A 19th Century rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame surmounted by a floral garland
79cm x 57cm £80-100

926

A rectangular Kingwood crossbanded and quarter veneered coffee table raised on cabriole supports 47cm x
101cm w x 49cm d £50-75
There is slight damage to the left hand edge

927

A Victorian 17th Century style hall chair with carved panel to the back, solid seat, raised on turned and block
supports £30-40
There is some sun bleaching to the seat and damage to the base of the back panel, the finials are missing

928

A French oak and pine rectangular dining table raised on tapered supports 78cm h x 179cm l x 79cm £200-300
Signs of old treated worm to the top
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929

A Georgian mahogany cantilever card table, raised on square tapered supports 72cm h x 90cm w x 45cm d
£40-60
There is a split and scratch to the top and some slight warping

930

A Georgian mahogany chest with crossbanded top, fitted 4 long drawers with plate drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 191cm h x 195cm w x 46cm d £80-120
A small section of timber has been let in to the top right hand edge, the top is slightly warped and has water
damage, the handles have been replaced

932

A Georgian rectangular mahogany side table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports 79cm h x
88cm w x 48cm d £40-60
There are ring marks and scratches to the top, the right hand drawer lining has old but treated worm

933

A set of 6 Continental beech and elm stick and rail back dining chairs with turned supports and H framed
stretcher - 1 carver, 5 standard £200-300
There is an old repair to the arm of the carver chair

934

A French figured walnut drop flap occasional table of serpentine outline, raised on cabriole supports 53cm h x
81cm w x 39cm when closed x 82cm when open £30-40
Some sections of veneer missing to 2 of the legs

935

A Georgian mahogany commode in the form of a chest with hinged lid raised on turned supports 75cm h x
64cm w x 51cm d £50-75
There is bruising to the top, the interior has been converted

936

A Victorian mahogany 2 tier Sutherland table raised on turned supports 75cm h x 82cm w, the top tier when
closed 14cm x 53cm when open, the bottom tier 18cm when closed x 79cm when open £40-60
Some sun bleaching

937

A French 19th Century rectangular pine table with fitted drawer, raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x
120cm l x 68cm w £100-150
Sign of old but treated worm to the top

938

A Victorian mahogany table top chest of 3 long drawers enclosed by a tambour shutter 34cm h x 24cm w x
18cm d £50-75
Slight scratch to the top

939

A Georgian style mahogany twin pillar extending dining table raised on turned column and tripod base with 2
extra leaves 72cm h x 107cm w x 157cm l x 247cm l when extended £80-100

940

A 19th Century French walnut writing table with inset black writing surface above 1 long and 4 short drawers,
raised on cup and cover supports with box framed stretcher 76cm h x 107cm w x 51cm d £100-150

941

A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in yellow material, raised on cabriole supports
£140-180

942

A 19th Century rectangular bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 140cm x 88cm
£200-250

943

A Victorian light oak display cabinet/bookcase fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors, raised on a
platform base 113cm h x 122cm w x 37cm d £180-240
There is some pitting and scratching to the top

944

A Victorian mahogany and brass banded writing slope with fitted interior 8cm x 14cm x 34cm £30-40
There are some ring marks to the top

945

An 18th Century style carved oak coffer with hinged lid, the front panel carved figures of warriors, raised on
bun feet 61cm h x 120cm w x 40cm d £300-400
Some slight pitting to the top and water damage
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946

A Victorian mahogany desk with green inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers 73m h x 106cm
w x 66cm d £80-120
There is wear to the green tooled leather top, also ring marks and ink marks and a split

947

A Georgian mahogany oval padfoot dining table 72cm h x 111cm w x 48cm l when closed x 113cm l when
open £30-40
There are ink marks to the top and damage to the rule joint

948

An Edwardian oval coopered oak planter 36cm h x 76cm w x 48cm d £100-150
There is some damage to the interior of the base

949

A Georgian style mahogany low boy fitted an arrangement of 5 drawers with brass plate drop handles, raised
on cabriole supports 65cm h x 73cm w x 43cm d £50-75

950

A circular crossbanded Georgian mahogany snap top tea table raised on a turned column and tripod base
68cm h x 79cm diam. £40-60
There is a cigarette burn to the top, some scratches and pitting, slight damage to the block at the base and 2 of
the legs have been repaired

951

A Georgian style mahogany framed slipper open arm chair, upholstered in green buttoned back leather, raised
on X framed supports £200-300

952

An Edwardian style rectangular inlaid mahogany bijouterie table raised on carved cabriole supports 74cm h x
64cm w x 44cm d £60-80

953

A Georgian style crossbanded mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with swan neck drop handles,
raised on bracket feet 95cm h x 102cm w x 50cm d £50-80

954

A 19th Century oak hanging corner cabinet, interior fitted shelves with moulded cornice and enclosed by an
arched panelled door 91cm h x 64cm w x 34cm d £40-50

955

A Victorian carved and ebonised nursing chair, the seat and back upholstered in Berlin woolwork tapestry,
raised on cabriole supports £40-60
The seat top is loose

956

A Victorian walnut drop flap work table with quarter veneered top fitted 2 long drawers and cupboard enclosed
by a panelled door, raised on turned and reeded supports 68cm h x 53cm w x 34cm d £40-60
Two small sections of veneer are missing to one of the flaps and veneers are bubbling in places

957

A Continental oak chest of 3 long carved drawers with iron ring drop handles 90cm h x 110cm w x 54cm d
£270-320

958

A Victorian coromandel and brass banded writing slope with fitted interior 20cm h x 39cm w x 37cm d £70-90
There is a split to the top and the interior requires some attention

959

A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with arcaded decoration and hinged lid 61cm h x
123cm w x 54cm d £180-240

960

An 18th Century oak lowboy fitted 3 drawers raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x 73cm w x 52cm d
£180-240
There is a split to the top and some ring marks

961

A 17th/18th Century oak bureau with fall front revealing a fitted interior, above 2 short and 2 long drawers with
brass swan neck drop handles 96cm h x 82cm w x 51cm d £150-200
A small section of timber is missing to the left hand edge, 2 of the iron locks are missing

962

A set of 6 Victorian carved oak Carolean style high back dining chairs with woven cane seats and backs
£100-150
All the frames are loose
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963

A Victorian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany Sutherland table 62cm h x 61cm w x 21cm d £30-40

964

A French Kingwood commode of serpentine outline with pink veined marble top, fitted 3 long drawer ending in
gilt metal mounts throughout 82cm h x 102cm w x 48cm d £240-300

965

A nest of 4 Chinese Padauk interfitting coffee tables with carved apron, 67cm h x 51cm w x 36cm d, 56cm h x
44cm w x 30cm d, 46cm h x 37cm d x 26cm d and 36cm h x 30cm w x 22cm d £100-150
There are some scratches and wear to the tops of all tables. They are otherwise in good condition.

966

A Victorian mahogany drop flap work table, fitted 2 drawers and a cupboard enclosed by a flap, raised on
chamfered and turned supports ending in casters 71cm h x 52cm w x 37cm d £70-90
Slight scratches to the top

967

A 19th Century French elm ladder back open arm carver chair with woven rush seat on turned supports with X
framed stretcher £50-75

968

A Victorian carved oak hanging corner cabinet enclosed by a panelled door, the base with gallery 84cm h x
27cm w x 27cm d £40-60
There is a gallery missing to the upper section and an old repair to 1 side

969

A pair of 19th Century cherry trestle benches, raised on out swept supports 50cm h x 200cm l x 17cm w
£140-180
Some splits to the tops

970

A Georgian octagonal crossbanded mahogany occasional table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned
supports with H framed stretcher 73cm h x 82cm w x 52cm d £50-75
Sections of beading are missing to 2 sides at the top, some light scratches in places, slight warp and the frame
is loose

971

A 19th Century French fruitwood stick and rail back open arm carver chair with woven rush seat, raised on
turned supports £50-75

972

A 19th Century arch shaped plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame with swag crest 117cm h x 78cm
w £140-180

973

A Victorian oval figured walnut Sutherland table raised on carved supports 69cm h x 89cm w x 15cm when
closed x 102cm when open £50-75
There is light water damage to the top in places

974

A Georgian mahogany pedestal Pembroke table, raised on a turned column and tripod base with brass caps
and casters 73cm h x 92cm w x 58cm £50-75
There are some scratches to the top, damage to 1 of the rule joints

975

A set of 4 19th Century French fruitwood bar back dining chairs with woven rush drop in seats, raised on sabre
supports £50-75
1 chair has scratches to the sides

976

A Victorian carved and pierced mahogany open piano stool with upholstered seat, raised on cabriole supports
( photo centre pages ) £80-120
There is an old repair to the back

977

A 19th Century Continental cream painted pine range of 102 shallow drawers 178cm h x 302cm w x 30cm d
£500-600
There is damage to the front of some of the drawers

978

A Victorian white marble and wrought iron rectangular garden table raised on outswept supports 70cm h x
100cm w x 60cm d £150-200
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979

A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports with brass caps and
casters 70cm h x 96cm w x 56cm d £40-60
There are some scratches to the top, water damage to 1 leg

980

A 19th Century circular mahogany snap top tea table, raised on baluster turned column and tripod base 71cm
h x 87cm diam. £40-60
There is water damage and scratches to the top

981

A 19th Century French pine and fruitwood dining table, raised on square tapered supports 75cm h x 131cm l x
65cm w £100-150
Signs of old but treated worm to the top

982

A pair of cream and gilt painted French open arm salon chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in gold
material, raised on cabriole supports £80-120

983

A square pine butcher's block raised on an associated iron stand with outswept supports 74cm h x 45cm x
45cm £150-200
Signs of old but treated worm to the block

984

A Victorian oval shaped figured walnut Sutherland table raised on turned supports 70cm h x 90cm w x 16cm
when closed x 106cm when open £50-75
Veneers are blisting in several places to the top and there is damage to the rule joint

985

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany open arm chair upholstered in yellow material, raised on square supports
ending in brass caps and casters £50-75

986

A Victorian mahogany free standing counter/desk with carved apron, fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, the
pedestals fitted cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 80cm h x 163cm w x 72cm d
£50-75

987

A Victorian black and floral patterned papier-mache tray, raised on an associated faux bamboo stand 50cm h x
80cm w x 61cm £50-75
There is a crack to the centre and chips to the edge

988

A pair of French walnut open arm salon chairs with upholstered seats and backs raised on turned and fluted
supports £100-150

989

A set of 6 Regency mahogany bar back dining chairs with rope turned mid rails and over stuffed seats, raised
on turned supports £80-120
one chair has old but treated worm to the base, two have old repairs to the back. All of the chairs have loose
frames

990

A 19th Century mahogany 3 tier corner what-not 90cm h x 66cm w x 47cm d £40-50

991

A William IV circular rosewood snap top breakfast table raised on a chamfered turned column and triform base
with paw feet (complete with bolts) 73cm h x 134cm diam. £80-120
Some sections of moulding are missing to the apron, the top has water damage and light scratching

992

A Regency mahogany drop pedestal sideboard, the pedestals fitted a cupboard above cupboard and drawer
above cupboard and turned columns to the sides, the centre section with raised back fitted 2 short drawers
113cm h £100-150
Sections of moulding are missing to 1 of the pedestals

993

A Victorian figured walnut and brass mounded D shaped trinket box, the lid with embossed copper hunting
scene 12cm x 28cm x 20cm £30-40

994

A pair of Arts and Crafts style carved oak high back open arm throne chairs with solid seats raised on square
tapered supports with box framed stretcher £270-320
Some light scuff marks in places
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995

A 1920's oak hall cupboard with moulded cornice and arcaded decoration enclosed by a panelled door, raised
on bun feet and having a J Rowland's patent umbrella stand to the side with 3 later hooks to the side 190cm h
x 128cm w x 44cm d £70-90

996

A Victorian crossbanded and figured inlaid walnut square revolving bookcase 80cm h x 55cm w x 55cm d
£50-75
The top has water damage and bubbling to the veneers, the original revolving action to the centre has been
removed and replaced by casters, the frame is slightly wobbly

997

A 1920's "Ingenuity Ingenaites Ltd" compactum style walnut wardrobe - the interior fitted a hanging rail, recess
with hat bracket, 3 shallow drawers and 7 trays enclosed by a pair of panelled doors 152cm h x 131cm w x
63cm d £80-120
There is some sun bleaching and slight scratches in places

998

A Victorian mahogany circular snap top Looe table raised on a bulbous turned column and tripod base 68cm h
x 120cm diam £40-60
There is pitting to the edge and there is a split to the top

999

A Victorian triple plate over mantel mirror contained in a carved walnut frame with broken pediment and bobbin
turned decoration 117cm h x 146cm w x 17cm d £40-60

1000

A Victorian ebonised and amboyna sideboard with raised mirrored back fitted a cupboard enclosed by a
panelled door with "Wedgwood" plaque to the centre flanked by a pair of cupboards above 3 recesses 137cm
h x 175cm w x 41cm d £150-200
There are some ring marks and bubbling veneer to the top, a section of moulding is missing to the central
panelled door which is slightly warped

1001

A Georgian open double corner cabinet with moulded cornice and rounded back, the interior fitted shelves
enclosed by panelled doors, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by panelled doors with reeded columns to the
sides, having brass H framed hinges, 189cm h x 115cm w x 53cm d £150-200

1002

A Victorian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a bleached mahogany swing frame, turned fluted
columns to the side, the base of serpentine outline 77cm h x 67cm w x 25cm w £30-40

1003

A Victorian circular games table, the top inlaid a chessboard, raised on a turned and fluted column with tripod
base 68cm h x 52cm diam. £40-60
1 leg has a repair

1004

A Victorian octagonal work table of conical form and fitted interior, raised on carved pillar and tripod base 72cm
h x 46cm w x 46cm d £40-60
A small section of crossbanding to the top is missing, some light scratching to the top and veneer bubbling in
places

1005

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany 3 tier etagere with raised back, fitted a frieze drawer and raised on square
tapered supports 74cm h x 43cm w x 30cm d £40-60
There is a slight mark to the top

1006

A Victorian 17th Century style carved oak hall chair with solid seat, raised on turned and block supports £50-75
Old but treated worm to the back

1007

A Victorian bleached mahogany chiffonier with arched mirrored back, the base of serpentine outline fitted 1
long drawer enclosed by a pair of panelled doors 148cm h x 104cm w 42cm d £80-120
A new section of timber has been let in to the crest of the arch, there is a split and scratch to the tup, some sun
bleaching, damage to the foot of 1 of the spiral turned columns and an escutcheon is missing
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1008

A 19th Century rectangular rosewood twin compartment tea caddy with hinged lid and mother of pearl
escutcheon, raised on bun feet (1 of the handles to the twin section is replaced) 11cm x 19cm x 11cm together
with a Victorian mahogany jewellery box with hinged lid revealing a fitted interior, the base fitted 2 drawers
enclosed by bevelled plate panel 16cm h x 21cm w x 14cm d (escutcheon is missing) £30-40

1009

A Victorian rectangular oak joined stool, raised on turned and block supports 44cm h x 46cm w x 26cm d
£40-60

1010

An 18th Century oak double corner cabinet with moulded cornice, both sections fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 203cm h x 98cm w x 68cm d £100-150

1011

A 19th Century Swiss Black Forest carved pine musical smokers table, the upper section fitted 2 boxes with
bear finials and pressed metal ashtray to the centre supported by a standing bear with hinged lid to reveal a
void 87cm h x 52cm w x 43cm d ( photo centre pages ) £500-700
A section of acorn is missing to the left hand edge of the top, the bear finial to the left hand compartment is
loose. One ear is damaged, there are chips to the ears, nose and paws, the bear on the right hand box has
chips to his ear, a damaged paw and chips to paws. The musical box movement is currently not working

1012

A 1930's Queen Anne style arch plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany and walnut swing frame
65cm h x 38cm w x 23cm d £30-40
There is some slight spotting to the silvering of the mirror

1013

A 1930's Art Deco turned beech pedestal ashtray, the column incorporating a match box 70cm x 13cm £30-40
The ashtray to the top is missing

1014

A 1920's Queen Anne style walnut open armchair raised on cabriole supports with upholstered back and drop
in seat £80-120

1015

A Georgian style mahogany twin pillar D end extending dining table, raised on twin pillar and tripod supports
70cm h x 92cm w x 137cm l x 180cm l when extended (no clips) £50-75

1016

A 17th Century style oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles and geometric mouldings,
raised on bun feet 82cm h x 92cm w x 49cm d £60-80
There are ring marks and some water staining to the top

1017

An Anglo Indian display cabinet with raised back and arcaded decoration, fitted shelves enclosed by panelled
doors, flanked by cupboards enclosed by glazed panelled doors, raised on a platform base 111cm h x 173cm
w x 38cm d £60-90
There are rings marks and a split to the top

1018

A 1930's Georgian style mahogany rectangular card table, raised on cabriole supports 72cm h x 68cm w x
39cm d £60-90
The top is warped and there are ring marks and sun bleaching

1019

A Georgian style mahogany winged armchair upholstered in red material with turned stretcher, raised on
cabriole supports ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1020

A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in black buttoned leather, raised on square supports with H
framed stretcher £200-300
Some crackling to the leather

1021

A 19th Century mahogany twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form raised on brass fun feet 12cm x
20cm x 11cm,slight bruise to the top) and 1 other 19th Century twin compartment tea caddy with hinged lid and
bun feet 17cm h x 23cm w 15cm d (bruise to the top) £40-60
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1022

A Regency bleached mahogany chiffonier with raised back, the base enclosed by panelled doors, raised on
turned supports 117cm h x 92cm w x 45cm d £100-150
There are watermarks to the top and sections of veneer are missing to the edge of the shelf and the edge of
the top

1023

A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in brown leather, raised on cabriole supports £300-400
There is an old repaired tear to the right hand arm

1024

A Victorian pine trunk with hinged lid and iron drop handles, the interior fitted a candle box 46cm h x 95cm w x
45cm d £60-90
There is some pitting to the top

1025

An Italian carved oak open arm chair, the crest carved a cherub, the arms carved figures of kneeling ladies,
raised on square supports with lattice work stretcher and paw feet £100-150

1026

A mahogany kneehole desk with inset green writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers 75cm h x 123m
w x 68cm d £100-150

1027

A pair of Georgian style winged armchairs upholstered in brown buttoned leather, raised on square supports
with H framed stretcher ( photo centre pages ) £400-600
One with old repaired tears to both arms

1028

A Victorian carved mahogany open armchair together with a nursing chair upholstered in mushroom buttoned
material, raised on turned supports £80-120

1029

A 19th Century mahogany twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form, the interior fitted an associated
mixing/sugar bowl, raised on bun feet 15cm h x 30cm w x 15cm d, an Edwardian mahogany 3 sectioned
stationery rack 20cm x 29cm x 24cm and a rectangular mahogany trinket box with hinged lid 9cm x 28cm x
13cm d £50-75

1030

A French gilt painted rectangular single cane bergere umbrella stand with swag decoration and metal liner
66cm h x 51cm w x 20cm d £50-75

1031

A nest of 3 Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany interfitting coffee tables 74cm h x 65cm w x 44cm d, 70cm h x
50cm w x 40cm d and 69cm h x 43cm w x 34cm d £50-75
There are some scratches and dents in places

1032

A Victorian style hall bench raised on turned supports 52cm h x 104cm w x 34cm d £100-150
Some scratches in places

1033

A Queen Anne crossbanded walnut chest of 3 long drawers with replacement brass plate drop handles, raised
on a later carved base 183cm h x 91cm w x 58cm d £80-120
Some water damage and light scratching to the top, some veneers are missing in places

1034

An Edwardian range of 4 hanging shelves 101cm h x 60cm w x 14cm d £40-60
There is a split to the top left hand top edge

1035

A Regency style lacquered bar back bedroom chair with X framed back and woven cane seat, raised on turned
supports £30-50
There is some wear to the lacquer in places

1036

A 1920's limed oak tall boy fitted a cupboard enclosed by a linenfold panel door flanked by 5 long drawers with
iron ring handles, raised on bracket feet 99cm h x 93cm w x 43cm d £50-75

1037

A Regency octagonal crossbanded mahogany wine table raised on pillar and tripod base 70cm h x 43cm w x
45cm d £30-40
Old repair to the base, the top is warped and slightly scratched

1038

A 1920's circular carved oak occasional table the base fitted with segments 60cm h x 52cm diam. £30-40
Minor sections to the top have been filled in places
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1039

A set of 3 Victorian carved walnut balloon back dining chairs with carved and pierced mid rails and over stuffed
seats, raised on turned and fluted supports £40-60
The frames are loose

1040

An 18th/19th Century Dutch style hanging oak cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled
doors 81cm h x 82cm w x 22cm d £50-75
1 astragal glazing bar is missing

1041

A 19th Century quarter veneered satinwood and inlaid work table fitted a drawer above a deep basket, raised
on square tapered supports with X framed stretcher 75cm h x 51cm w x 40cm d £50-75
There are some scratches and pitting to the top

1042

A 19th Century French walnut salon chair raised on turned and fluted supports upholstered in mint green
dralon £30-50
Old but treated worm to the back leg

1043

A 17th Century style limed oak side table fitted a drawer raised on cup and cover supports with X framed
stretcher, raised on bun feet 70cm h x 64cm w x 51cm d £50-75
There is a split to the top, some ink marks and light scratching

1044

A Victorian mahogany mirror backed sideboard, the base fitted 3 drawers above cupboards 150cm h x 181cm
w x 53cm d £100-150
There is veneer missing to the top at the back, spotting to the silvering of the mirror, section of veneer missing
to the large centre drawer, an old split and repair to the bezel on the centre drawer

1045

An Edwardian pierced ebonised and carved 4 piece drawing room suite comprising 2 seat sofa upholstered in
red material, a pair of open arm chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and over stuffed seats raised on
cabriole supports and a further pair of standard chairs £100-150
The sofa is in good order but with rubbing to high points, the 2 open arm chairs have old and light water
damage to the backs as do the 2 standard chairs

1046

An Edwardian gilt wood and plaster 3 fold draft screen, having bevelled plate panels to the top half 173cm h x
49cm when closed x 147cm when open ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1047

A pair of 19th Century French carved walnut open arm salon chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in yellow
material £80-120
There is an old repair to the right hand arm of 1 of the chairs and a nick to the left hand arm, both frames are
loose

1048

A William IV mahogany show frame chaise longue raised on outswept supports with brass caps and casters
90cm h x 215cm w x 70cm d £80-120
Requires upholstery to the back arm and sides, 1 of the scroll feet is damaged and the scroll foot to the back is
loose

1049

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany stick and rail back open arm carver chair with X framed support and turned
stretchers £30-50

1050

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bow front display cabinet, the upper section enclosed by astragal glazed doors,
the base enclosed by a panelled door, raised on square supports, spade feet 200cm h x 65cm w x 39cm d
£80-120
Some water marks to the top
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